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Introduction

Tho matter of the thesis is divided into five sections,

having a8 | common background the investigations conducted on

behalf of the Mersey River Board into a proposed diversion of the

River Alt.

, Section describes the project, and deals with the

construction anf operation of the tidal model, which wasprovided

with a tide generating system believed to be unique. Model

performance is first compared with prediction from a simplified

theory: there follow computations of upstream water levels and gate

closure pericds for the Alt, in its diverted form, for various

river discharges, high tide levels, and levels of the tide gate sill.

Some experiments were run with eredible material

forming the bed of the model at the proposed cutfall; these

showed that for the channel to be stable, a training wall would be

required along the south bank, and suggested that a result of the

diversion would be to accelerate the present natural tendeney of the

Pormby Channel to fill. ‘These conclusions are supported by

surface fleat observations in the model.

Section2 deseribes the serial surveys carried out

in the Pormby Channel area, and, under contract to the Mersey Docks

and Harbour Board, of the Great Burbo Bank. The Pormby eurvey was

needed to provide data for the construction of the tidal model, and

the Burbo survey filled gaps in the Board's current Bay conditions;

   



neither area could be surveyed by ocho-sounding, since there was

still a danger from mines. ‘The survey method used was to allow

the water boundaries on an oblique aerial photegraph to represent a

contour line, to which (after referring the time of photography to

tidal records) a definite elevation could be assigned. Photographs

taken at all stages of the tide provided a ourtes of such contours

over the spring tidal range (about 30 ft), and these contours wore

transferred to a chart of the area. Both optical and analytical

approaches were made to this task, but the method found most useful

in these particular circumstances was a graphical process based upon

frorey's construction, and this is given in detail, together with

a proof ef the construction and practical hints to aid its execution.

‘Section gives a short description of the reflexion

technique used for measuring varying water levels at locations

renote from the model boundaries, and compares the method's

acouracy with that of two more conventional techniques.

Sections

4and5

are devoted to an investigation into

wave attenuation, Section 4 dealing with attenuation in a sinuous

trapegoidal channel of the form projected for the tidal reach of the

Alt, whilst section 5 is concerned with the attenuation in a straight

channel of rectangular cgess-secticn. The effect of bank roughness,

water depth and wave frequency are recorded in section 4, and are

used to predict full-scale wave amplitudes to be expected at the

new tidegates. Section 5 contains what might be described as the

preliminary phase of s detailed investigation inte wave attenuation

   



 

in straight rectangular channels; a theery is developed to account

for the effect of the side walls, and the interim results obtained

are compared with those predicted from the theory. in this phase,

the mean liquid depth was maintained constant, but the order of the

results suggests that this parameter has considerable effect upon

the rate of attenuation. ‘The viscosity of the test liquid was

altered by the admixture of glycerine, and the attenuation was

found to vary directly with the kinematic viscosity of the liquid.

Improvements in the apparetus for more extensive work are adduced from

the limited experience gained with this channel.
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BayModel.

1.01. In the early summer of 1955 the Department of Civil

Engineering at the University was approached by the Engineer to the

Mersey River Board to enquire into the feasibility of a hydraulic model

of the tidal reaches of the River Alt, together witb a portion of the

non~tidal reaches of this river. he primary objective of the model

investigation was to determine an optimum height of sill tee the |

tide-gates on a proposed new outfall of the river to the sea; as the

work proceeded, it became obvious that some investigation inte possible

wave action in the approach channel should be undertaken, and this is

described in Section 4 of this thesis. Finally, by using erodable

material for part of the model bed, it was hoped to form some idea of |

the stability of the proposed channel across the foreshore; whether

some form of training wall would be necessary, and, if so, where would

be the place to lay it.

1.02. The Alt is a relatively swall river, with a catchment area

of 85 square miles, a winter dry weather flow of 70 cusecs, and 10 and

100 year storm peak discharges of 2340 and 4400 cusecs respectively.

It is nowadaysof no navigational significance whatsoever, ites main

funetion being to carry urban and industrial sewage effluent fron

northern Liverpeed; its prineipal tributary, Downholland Brook,

drains the rich agricultural land lying between the Formby sandhills and

the inland range of hills. Fortho most part, both river and tributary

are maintained to depth and line by dredging with dragline excavator.

For the Alt below its confluence with Downholland Broo, the bed cross-

~section is characterised by berms 20 ft wide at about 10 ft Ob, along
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which the dragline can traverse, the material removed from the river

bed being deposited as a bank inland to give protection during times

of storm discharge. This constitutes a growing danger on this river;

as more of the catchment is developed for industrial and housing

estates, so will the run-off time be shortened, and the storm peak

raised (the 'New Town' of Kirkby is the greatest sinic such

development). Both river and main tributary receive in their lower

reaches the discharges from pumps fed by drainage channels in the

low-lying land of the valleyved.

The tidegates shown on the map to the west of Altear Rifle

Range are contained in a masonry bridge. Two pairs of largo timber

gates, hinged vertically, and with a sill set at 3 ft OD, have been

supplemented at a later date by three small pairs of steel gates, eiso

hinged vertically, and with their sill at 5 ft OD.

Downstream from the tidegates, the river channel has the

same section as inmediately upstream, and this section is maintained

as far as the acute bend where the river emerges on to the foreshore.

Prom this bend to the training wall on the shore between Hightown and

Hall Road, the river is left to meander freely, sinee the banks are not

sufficiently stable to bear the weight of excavating plant — in many

places the mud is too soft and glutinous to allow foot passage.

Comparison of pre-war maps with a map produced from rectified serial

photographs taken in 1956 showed a general similarity in the river's

course, except that the meanders had increased with the passage of

time.
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The training wall dates from 1936; prior to its

construction, the river made its own course along the foreshore as far

as Biundelicanis before striking seurest.s Probably because of Littoral

dzift, the river outfall wes moving progressively further south, until

it had started to cause destruction of house property along the front.

After a few desultory efforts to contain the river at Blundellsands,

the training wallshown on the map was built, principally from pyrites

slag dumped in position by lerry. At present, the river has breached

one radial wall, ed is successfully contained by the longer southerly

ezm. Fig 1.02, - aerial photograph taken near low water in 1956,

illustrates the position eleariy. Between the river and the sea lics

@ bank of sand, at an elevation of 7-10 ft OD; ‘this bank appears

to be fairly stable, though it is incised by the varying terminal

meander paths of the Alt.

After this diversion of the river by the training wall,

a steady decrease in the mean river level, illustrated by Fig, 1.03,

2 became evident, presumably because of suailer head losses in the

shortened course. __ “ 2

1.03. _ Bigs 1.04 shows the arift geology for the lower Alt valley;

it will be seen thet the river Slowsfrom 9region of Boulder Clay

overlaid with patches of Shevdley Hill sandinto a broad alluvial

valley which is, in fact, eo gently sloping thet at might well be

termed a flood plain, only leaving thisplein to break through the

dune belt to reach the shore.

_ This alluvial valley, in which the meanders of the Alt are

“Roww fully developed, is extremely iewiyine, the ruling level being
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between 12 and 16 ft OD. Where the land is adequatelydrained it is

extremely rich, and is subject to intensive faruing methods, potatoes

and other vegetable crops being regularly produced. Por this adequate

drainage, & complexpattern of drainage channels must be maintained

earefully, and it is necessary to punp from the wain drainage channels

into the river. Where there is no adequate drainage, surface or

sub—surface water rendersthe land fit only for the rough grazing of

cattle.

The DownhellandBrook drains the peat moss to the east of

Formby. This land also is rich where drained, but neeis a far more

closely-pitched pattern of channels than the alluvium to be effective.

This same peat underlies the alluviun of the Alt valley, and beneath

the peat is a layer of Downholland 511% some 5 to 10 ft thiek. Both

peat and Silt can be seen in the banks of the Alt on the foreshore

south of Hightown.

Thecoastal dune belt is of paramount importance; rising

to a general lovel of botween40 and 60 ft whore undisturbed by man,

it forms an effective barrier to natural seaward drainage, and causes

theimmediate hinterland to drein backeastwards into the Alt and

Downholland Brook. The belt of blown sand is between 4 and 1 mile

wide south of the Alt, widening to 2 or 3 miles north of the river.

This particular part is of very recent origin, Altcar Rifle Range lying

on ground reclaimed in the last 150 years. The general pattern is for

& belt of dunestoraise steeply immediately behind the high water mark

for equinoctial springtides, whilst behind the dunes lies ground at

   



 

removed the sand to thelevel at which the surface traction of the wind

is balanced by the cohesion due to the sub-surface acisture. dreswe1! 1)

who has carried out mush work in this region, has recorded cases of

dune migration s few miles further north which agrees woll with

Bagnola's observationson the movement of desert dunes in North Africa?)

‘The actual disposition of the blown sand has been man-controlled also at

Victoria Road, Formby; like the Rifle Range, reclamation here followed

the planting of gorse and brushwood faggots on the shore. The

rudimentary housing development shown on the map in this region dstes

from the 1880's, the property now being almost entirely derelict.

Apparently it was hoped to establish a mucleus of another seaside resort

like Southport, some 9 miles further north, but to this day its

iselation and exposed position combine to discourage further development.

A veal difficulty of life in these houses is the continuous presence of

airborne sandy; the only house in occupation in 1955, near the shore,

had all its doors and windows on the seaward face sealed up in an

attempt to mitigate this nuisance.

Ashton’) records that from the early eighteenth until the

late nineteenth centuries, the planting of star grass roots was

obligatory in land leases ‘for this area; marram grass is still used

locally to reduce thewind erosion. Betwoon Formby and the sea, the

sandhille are farther stabilised by plantations of Corsican Pine, and

both grass and pine have shown some tendency to spread since the effects

of myxomatosis have cleared what was probably one of the largest

colonies of rabbits in tho county. .

‘Imnediately to the south of the line of the 'New Cut', an
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area has beenin use forsone yeors os & tank treining ares. This

traffic haswenoved ali the vegetation, and the land has, in |

consequence, boon eroded by wind down to the ream level, or slightly

above tt+ duwing WorlA Wer IT, large quantities of sand were taken

. from the foreshore dukes to the north of the new cut line, but this

exploitation was discontinued after the high spring tides of early 1948,

and a programme of arranplanting 4s gradually restoring these dunes

to their former level.

  

  

 

  

                

this region is1negligible agriculturel significance, 4

few omall fields of saperaate:veing the only cultivated crop produced.

1.04. Pgs 1.05 showsthe’ boundanies of the uodel tan:

cuperiaposed upon amapof thelecality. It will be noted that what

| may be oalled the ‘onstern' boundasy corresponis roughly to the

“eneashixe coastline, fron Liverpool Docks to beyond Formby Point,

whiletthe ‘western' boundery runs in en arbitrary line practically

normal to the seaward coastline of the Wirral. Insidethe ‘northern'

boundasy is the stilling pool behind © straight grillagesystem, sot

along a co~tidal line,whilst spaceGonsiderations in the laboratory

scius i eeaieacin 40 tabled 40 thn Biren Kereny, fron &point 3,000 ft

upstream from the Rook Light, a whelly artificial bend, in order that

a greater 16ngHSf tiver sould ve scccumodated in the ‘southern! ent

Poxmby Point van seloted as the northerly model limit, since

eeeeoeeeeee

ereee

   



Fig, 1.05
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eastern boundary was chosen to represent a division between the ‘areas |

of influence’ of the Deo and Mersey; obviously this type of

aseuaption is open to detailed criticism, but it represents a decision

which has to be made for most models of this type ~ and thie sort of

rationalisation has often been undertaken before") the author

obtained an interesting confirmation of the partial validity of the

introduction of this artificial boundary whilst flying ever the Bay

for the aerial surveys described in Section 2 of this thesis; as the

ebb tide developed, themeeting of Mersey and Doe water could be seon

along a line inthe sea very closely corresponding to the model's

western boundary, the contrast in the colours of the two being very

well-warked.

The choice of the model extent, and the space available

in the laboratory tank, determined the horizontal scale of the model (x)

at 350031 With regerd to the vertices! scale, it was contemplated that

the model investigation should be carried out in two distinct phases.

The first or pilot phase would use a model with a herd bed to provide

information on river levels required for the design of the new tidegates,

ami also to give some qualitative indication of probable erosion or

accretion at the mouth of the new cut. In the hard bed model, no

very particular attention would be paid to satisfying regime theory,

the vertical scale being chosento combine & convenient scale of

measurement withsoue agreement with previous model practice. Should

theeircumstances justify the construction of the second phase model,

this would—dnerodable aAterisi, with ite vertical scale decided

by regime theory. hie section©fthe thesis deseribes results cbteined

- the caieaiods model only,ena innthe scales appropriate for
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the soft bed model; at the tine of writing it is not known whothor |

 

this second phase nodol will, in facts ever be built.

| GableI below lists tho vertical and horieontal scales and

vertical engguiitibes of several well-known and proven hydranlic models

built in the past. The f4na2 column gives the vertical scale

appropriate to yoqsne‘theeey, a wegen’ which will be treated in

greater detail in thenext paragreph, Por the fixed~bed model used,

@ final choice of vertical seale of 120:1 was made, conveniontly making

Onl ins snthe petal epreapend to 1 ft. in naturo. The various

derived sealesareobtained thus, denwting model and prototype by

auffizes a and p respectively :

| 1€ the Froude mumbors aro thosano oF (1p), = (Hy), 4

ed the verticalsealeis represouted by ¥,

ae es Oe |

gives the scale ofvelocity

  

e
T
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e
e
e
e

e
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Similarly,

  

(1.03)

derivesthe tine scale

PertheLiverpochBaymods] uoedin these tests,withvelues

Of 5 a8 7 41900sok 19F xompenttroly, the principal other derived

pe : a 4062 = 10°

= 3965
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The vertical exaggeration x/y is 2941, and the model tidal

period (corresponding to 12.4 hrs in nature) is —

Arh8ES or 139.6 secs (1604)

 
Model x ¥ x/y x

Reynolds, Mersey Bo.: 31800 960 33 1000

Reynolds, Mersey Neo. 2 10560 396 26 476

Yernon-Harcourt, Seine 406660 400 106 1130

Cruttwell, Thames 10560 384 28 476

MeClure, Bombay Harbr. 7296 96 76 376

Gibson, SevernTo. : so = 85 415

Gi Severn No.| 42-5 415

cits,hecgeon cog 8060 192 42 400

Gibsen/Alien, Dee No. 1 Ee 200 25 290

Gibeon/Allen, Dee No. 2 400 106 1180

Allen, Parrett. 3000 260 11.5 208

Inglis, Thames Ro. 1 3006 120 25 208

Inglis, Thames Ho. 2 600 60 10 Ti

 

Sone aigtidence was felt about the very low values of

Roynolés' sunber which would follow this choice of scales for the

 

model. If the river be considered as a channel of rectangular

cianereintlens b x D, andthe dimensions of the sodel chanel are x 4,

  

the ratio of the keynolds' Dumbers is given by

(Bp) o.oo v and m denoting velocity and

a Se, hydraulic mean depth, and model

(n.) vu and prototype being distinguished

by lower-case 4 capital symbols.

Prom eqn. (1.01), the ratio V/v may be replaced by y*,

hae
thss pA = y

  



  

 

ont ie ada orte5Svena’ |Humbers ie

(i) watio= ynen (1-06)

Phue At can be ecen thatthe introduetion of vertical

euaggerationy found necessary practicaliy, involvea a jeynolds' Baaber

| patio dependent not only upon the model eoales, but aloo upon the

 

gooustry of the channel crece~seetion. Pig. 1.06 shove the variation

of thie ratio with the 3/D ratio for the scales chosen for the Bay model.

, Bor the ld-your stom discharge of 2400 £¢°/e in the Alt,

at @ channel erose-sectional area of 900 ft", the moan volooity ¥ is

267 ft/e, The hyd@raulle moan depth i is ayproxinately —-E2=- ox

9000 = 10 ft. The Reynolds’Sunder, bared on M, ia thus roughly

BeS720 dead we 10°apie or%

in order that thie heynoids' Humber should be comparable

‘with those used in pipe flow, it should be multiplied by 4, & for «

pipo running full being 3/4, 90 the modified Keynolda' lumber ie

5e32 x 20°, Por this exemple, B/D = 4, and the 4, ratio, froa the
greph, 40 1037 x 10%. thie gives & modifies Soynolde' Sumber, in tho

wodel, of 388, very auch below the critical condition. Sowever, an
esaaination of the model Reynslde'uabers for tho Sovern acdels, for

flow at Praailode, using data quoted by Alion'”), gives ai, as 628 ant
472 Cor the first and second models respectively; the fact that these

_ MaMatakven vadtetactony reeuite ws held to Justify tte inseneter-

wongy. Thwan thoughtpossible that soe artificial roughoning of the

‘setatedtahtbe nemuageyto poetsturbalenen, but, in fact, _~
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RECTANGULAR CHANNEL, 8x0
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| with vegine theory, a different vertical scale would be required. |

mienen'”? hae shown thet, for a channel approximately trapezoidal in

cross~section, the following yelationahips held; the various Newae

are expressed in terms of tho depth @ and the mean breadth b, b being

 

Firstly, the bed factor MF is defined by

r= c = gi, (dimensionally ur?) (1407)
A |

whilst Po=t ) “(@menstonally 12573). (1.08)

Here F, is called by Blench the 'Side factor’.

fhe Blasiue pipe flow equation may be written

= 0); hese © ib the bed Gites, 008 6 & penerdend

constantmre it may be written alternatively

u/s=, c(i,-" su (1.09)

“Pron these ‘three relationships, and the dynamical

considerations enbodied.im eqns. 1,01-4, the various derived scales aay

be determined, 4fany three parameters are fixed; for models of tidal

rivers, {t is recommended thet both P, and P be made the same for

model and propotypes.: In,ourcase, the geography of the area to be

modelled and theJaboratory‘space available fix the horizental seale Xy

30the vertioal‘scaleMsaot ‘the other derived seales, follow

sutonaticaliy. :

,asmanigulatton ofoq.100158,

 



 

az

Since the ratios of rf. and ry, are to be kept unity, this

reduces to x=(ett ”

By @ similar reasoning,

y= prot? » and these may be combined to give —

gts y? or y=? (1020)

Waking this substitution, the various derived scales, from

BQne« 1.61 - 3, are

(1.12)Velocity - =.

Quantity re a a (hel2)

Time ‘ws (113)

and the vertical exaggeration, sy = 7” (1414)

“Values of y = xforthe models Listed in Table I have

been included in the final column of that table. for the proposed

seft—bed model of the Alt outfall, where x was to be 3500, the other

seales would be :

Verticalscale 232

Velocity scale 1502
quantity scale 12025 x 10°
Time scale — 232

Vertical exaggeration 1562
Yodel tidal period 194 secs.
It willbe noted that the holding of the ratios of PF, & F,

for model and prototypeat unity, and the determination of the x acais

‘at 3900 still loaves the Blasius constant ¢ ineqns 1.09 unsealed;

thisis inevitableinhyé@raulic models, where for trueand complete
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three fect.trea‘ne teon‘treaties, and supports edaitionaiiy at

oach ond on interconnected galvanised steel storage tanks which foruod

the tidal reservoir. The tank was lined withasphalt, and was of j in |

tongue~and=groove construction throughout, The relief for the hard bed

of the gode) was takon frou the oursontedition of the Wersay Dock and

Harbour Board's chart of LiverpoolBay, with the exception of the

‘Porsiy Ghatualend tayler'a Beak regione Relief in thie area was

aocdelled from aerial and conventional surveys made in 1955 ~ 6, the

published Dock Board chart being seriously in error in this locality.

(Zt shouldbeadded that this error, serious from the uodel-maker's

point of view, wes not important navigetionally, sinoe the Pormby

Charme 4s not usedfor shipping; buoys removed at the outbreak of

“WorldYarIhave not been ropleced. ) The serial survey methods used

ten (i eee t6 banhion €9of*his thesis. i

   

   

 

     

  

“Reliefwas mouldedtomiliboard templates, atan interval

of 1000 £%innature (3643 dns. inthe model), whichzon transversely

seross the model(soughly1-i The tomplates wore masked with

a datum line eorpespenting to -60 ft Bay Datum, were outout with
setssare,andthen giventwo costsof spar varnish,inanattoapt to

proceavotheiysiglditywhen exboided inwotoan!anrtary Zach

transversesectionwas share.betweentwo tonplates, in order that

those aightbeketto manageableLength, andthese templates wore

 gupported upon @woodencub=frane. Yooden stripsscrewed to this

sub-frame had slite cut at the correct 3.43 ins pitch, to ensure even

spacing of the templates.

  
Construction was started by placing the wooden subframe into



BAY MODEL UNDER CONSTRUCTION 
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round. Bach template in turn was slotted into ite appropriate place

in the sub-frame, and was packed upwithsmall picces of cardboard under

ite ends until the +60 ft line ruled upon it lay at the correct level~

this level being determined by quickeet level from the laboratory floor

nearby. When the correct levelhad been found, the template and its

packing pieces wore glued to the wooden Trane with quick-setting glue.

 

After several pows of templates bad been set in position inthie .

mannor, the spacebetween thom was filled te within about 4 in from the

topae fo staws with, this infill was ade up of o layor of dxy sand,

euvered with weak conorete, but this had a tendencyto deflect the

teuplates out of lings; en improved technique was to mould small bricks

in weak ceuent mortar ofthe correct thickness te £14 exactly betwoon

the templates.  Yhese could be placed upright in position, affording

good support for the teuplates, and only @ thin layer of wet mortar was

needed to bring the level to within 4 in of the tomplete tops, Satun

N
E
T
O
)
p
O

 

r
i
n
a
i

marks at the extrene ende of the templates were loft exposed, so that

levels could be checked ce the mortar set; af construction proceeded,

4t wae found necessary to jack up the contre of the tank and insert

edditional supports underneath, as the intensity of loading ‘becane

quite overs, the constquetion depth in many places reaching 1 ft 3 ins.

"he axea azound the Foruby Channel in the mode) was

constructed la @ sligatly different manner, Since it had to await the

air survey results, which wore dolayed by bed woather until the suner

of 1956. flere the millboaré bemplates wore nounted in plaster-ofparis

biocke,prvosstwith slottnthon, and glued dineotly to thebad of

themodo}tankat the onsrestpitohine. tn vente emeae hone
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not be recommended for further use. 4 further difference was that the

infill in this eres was made with send up to j in of the template tops,

so that after themodel had been run for a test period with an all-herd

bed, the tep skin of cement mortar could be broken out and replaced by

erodable material, for later work to investigate the probable stability

of the ‘Hew Cut’.

The top surface of the model was made from e rich sament

mortar (prepared with sieved fine sand), and was moulded to ite final

profile over the templates with trowels, palette knives and mouléers'

radius tools. ‘This proved an ideal medium, as it could be worked for

tro hours, if necessary, without setting hard, end, for the thin

sections used, could maintainitself on quite steep slopes without

‘slumping’.  Tinally, the surface wee given two coats of 4 plastic

based paint specially prepared for use with conorete.

Other modia were tried for this top layer - firstly,

plaster-of-pards was usedfor some 15 ft” of the model surface, but

proved unsuitable. ‘the setting time was very short (less than two

minutes), and se work had to be confined toe a vory saall area with any

one mix, but the most serious difficulty lay in ite interaction with

the underlying cement. Sventwo coats of sheliac varnish were unable

to prevorit the plaster from softening, and the top paint surface from

flakingoff; after mech seraping and patching, the whole area was

hacked outandremoulded again in cement, advantage being taken at the

dharanielenainite dataaitaie a

oslnneepelemnealennal ee  
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A mix of neat cenent mortar was used for moulding the

intricate foreshore detail ofthe Alt's tidal channel, but showed no

youl advantage over fine cement marten @ trial aix of cenent,

glycerine and water was nade in an effort to produce a tacky medium for

moulding on Very steep slopes, but tate also showed no inprovesent over

the standard mortar. Uowever, & propristaxy additive was used with

the aortar in very ewal) quantities ag @ gottine agent, and this was

found of heip in the cotaal mining of the nortar.

The extensive pattern of denkeing walls in the bay, made

from dumped rock in nature, wore roproduced in tho model by sheets of

14 swe brass sheet, to sllowfor thevertical exaggeration of 29 1 1s

The shects were bent to tne planfore required, and supported in

cradles to rest in slots out in theuilibeard templates. The finsi  layer of wortar on the top of the model's bed grouted these walle into

position securely.

‘The inlandchannelof the Alt was made from hardwood, weil

varnished and built up as a rectangulax trough, and was supported at

the correct elevation on breckets ‘santilevered from the main tank.

An upatream pond was provided to allow for the storage capacity of the

od at te points to correspond to the

 
river, and inflowwas arrang

siasnigin a the sainwimen ont ite principal tributexy. The

method of delivering the feed weter is shown in Fig. 1.08, where it will

be seen that the flow for each river issues fron on inverted glass flask

through a drawn glass nossle, the level in tho flask being msintained

constant by controllable feed from a large constant head tank, acting

in conjunetion with an overflow tube, whose adjustable height provides

 
: ® fine control of the discharge. A paper seale, graduated in full~scale  



ag Fig. SEB. 1.08
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  Gascon was fastens’ to exch bottle, calibration of the scales being by

timed collection. 4 detof three noscles was drown for each flank,
to cover the three stages of river flow investigated in the experimental

work.

The first model tidegates, like their counterparts in

nature, were made with a hinged flap; unfortunately, as might have

been expected, the leakage rate was comperable with the river discharge,

whilst the gutes required inordinate reverse flow $0 close. ‘The

design of gate used for the experimental work ia illustrated in Pig. 1.09,

end is due to Mae JsAx juaianheeai at will be seen that it io in the

form of amitrevelve, the actual valve boing made from perepex, and

constrained to move axially by a spigot protruding downwards from the

iid of the vaive vom. This designef non-return valve proved

extremely reliable in operation, many thousands of oycles having been

wun; the only cecasion when it failed to operate occurred when the

model wae being run with the valve eill at 4 very low level, and some

ennt, noh-eneet on. tm Whe neni Serepiereie soeine both for
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Fig! 09c
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: _ ‘Water fortheoperation of themodel was stored in two

lange galvanised steel tanks comnested ty ¢ balancepipe, and was

eiroulated by a Worthington-Simpson 302 centrifugal pump. Bob and

flood of the tidal oyole are effectei bymoans of a deflector waive in

thewater cdreuit; for the ebb, tho pump takes water fron the modol

and delivers it tothe storage tanks, while! for flood, the deflector

erings through90°,“pausing thepump to dvaw from the storage tanks

‘and deliver to the model. 4 Saunders rubber-faced valve is used to

throttle the delivery as Pequired, and 4similar valve is fitted betwoon

the deflector and the storage tance, _ 4 third such valve ecomests the

.forrapid draining of the model.

 

pump and tanks ein; Oba:

ides i‘. the model are genorated by means of a preset

contrel systeu ‘polieved to be unique. ioth the valve controlling the

rate of pump discharge amd the deflector are motorized, using small 24v.

asc. electric moters with integral epicyclie recuction gearing, which

were purchased as surplus Air Ministry equipment (their original

purpose was te opewate the cowling gille on large air-cooled radial

engines). the notoriged valvesmay be seen in the general viewof

the pump and its anciliaries, Pig. 120, aud it will be noted that both

@ve mounted on sheet steel underfrancs fitted to the valves proper.

he motor on the rate-of-flow valve ia coaxial with the valve ee,

which it drives through a waff coupling with a shear pin. Onthe

ole ee seeing4ey upon which werks an inddestor

As thevelve ateu rotates, the indicator azn, protruding‘through :

a slotin the unierfzane, 4s compelled to move ap or downon thethread,

ond itepositionrelative to 2 seule nearbygives an indtention of the

te of openingofthe valve, 4 neceud purpose of the iatientes am
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was to operate limit switthes mounted on the underframe; this wes

necessary to prevent the motor flashing over if the valve jammedhard

ageinet either end of ite travel.

The motor drive to the deflector valve was by roller chain,

a further speod reduction being made in the differing aianeters of chain

wheels. The valve itself consisted of 2 flat vane which wes a loose

fit inside e cylindrical valve box, and which pivotted on a steel cone

on the flat floor of the box and about ite spindle in the valve box top.   Pour flanged connections, pitched equally around the drum cireumference,

wore provided for the inlet and outlet pipes. The trevel of the vane

was limited to 90° by limit switches. A rheostat on the motor

mounting allowed some preset control of the engular speed of the vane.

"Currant for the operation of these two motors was controlled ,

ny Post Office relays, one for ecch direction of gach motor's rotations :

The light current to opernte the relay solenoids came from lead=acid

batteries, the passage of the current being controlled from a drum

rotated at roughly the correct cyclic speed. Signals to open or close

the motorised flowvalve wore passed vie brass bands on the control: |

drum, the bands being insulated with coloured "Sellotape" whereno |

signal was required to pass. the ctrouit was completed by oasbon brushet

held 6 the bands by Light spring pressure. Yor the deflectorvalve, : .

the aighais tothe Felays governing movements in the ‘ebb! and "flow

Aizeotionsworepassed ty contactor fingers from other relays, the

 
 

erenvo sitted to the top surtece of the control 4
eSSea ,
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current to the two brass strips. Tho drun was driven through milled

wheels giving a positive drive for norsal torques (out which could ad

slip if the drun locked inadvertently, saving the motor) fren 8aoa) . |

SG. Synchronous motor. Oa the eylindrical surface of the évun, pelow

the brass contactor stolons, was seoured a chart showing the tide height

as a function of tine for the Bay stetion at Formby Point, the oe

vertical scale being that of the model { 1 in to 10 ft), whilst the

horisontal seale of 4 in to 1 hr suited the drun CANCMNTCHURN the

drum diameter being machined to make this clreunforence aed ins.

On the bane of the pois a third profile cam closed contacts to operate

a bugser, the sharp cut-off of the signal acting a2 © datum of tine for
: the cyole; this was found very useful during observations of the

eyelie phononen, when, as wevally happened, the observers oouldnot

see the aren shart.

A manometer tube was lod fron the main channel in

the model, at a station on the sane eotidal line as Formby Point, te @

glace eight tube placed in front of the drum chert. Before the model

could be arranged to cycle autouatically, the pump owitohing had first

to be done manually. This was agvonplished through an over-riding

ovitehwhichopersted the pump notor dixectly. fo carry out this

ing, the model was filled te just below low tide level, and

the, tam ies opened elightly. _ When the water level in the aight

to that at Formby Point in the model was aligned wath

  

  
tefeymvwe thtrk eat 8a
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moving round behindthe sight tube, and the liquid level in the tube,

The two came which olosad the contactors for the dsflector valve relays —

had been fixed in approxinately the correct position when the epparetus

wae erected, but alightly altering the setting of the contactors

relative te the fixed structure adjusted the phasing of the ebb onl

Phood. As the manuel switching progressed around the oyele, the timing —

ef the pumping sequences wes noted. The Sellotape on the brass bands 7

was then removed with a secee blade in such a mannex that the flow

valve could veproduce the previous manual cycle fron signals received

from the baposd segments on the brass bands. After careful trimming

of the insulation and adjustment of the contacter fingers te phase the

ebb and flood, it was found that the model would run iteelf for many

cycles without any attention. Cumulative error oventuaily causec the

opele to fall out of line to & significant degree; this probles wes

dealt with by 80 ‘trimming? the eyele to always give o positive

cumulative error (ieee to slowly inerease the mean water level in the

model tank), whilst at the same time a needle, mounted in a threaded

rod, was connected electrically so that contact of the nesdle with the

water surface completed a low voltage circuit, actuated a relay, and

broke theG+ eireuit te the drum poten, thus arresting the drum,

4s soon as the level fell below the needie point, the low voltage

cirouit through the water was opened, causing the relay to reconnect

the drum motor to the mains, and allowing the drux to turnones more.

‘By& suitable setting ‘ofthe needle, this intepruption could be made |

vory shortindesd; in fect, just enough to hold the dram beck to cycle

tttho speedgiventytheexy(os 1.04) ~ the drum, unchecked, made

vol 40 +in135e000, compared with 140 secs from the theory;  
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a 4 or 5 second detent corrected this slight overspeed, which arose in

the machining of the milleddriving whesls. this device operated

satisfactorily, in the main, andgreatly extended the tine for which—

the model would run unchecked; unfortunately, on several occasions the

contact between the needle and tha water intheuode]tank, being of

high resistance, did not pass enedgh current to operate the reley. fo

prevent such a failure allowing the high water level in the model te

rise until it overtopped the tank walle, & second device was provided to

giveaudible warning of clther very highor very lowwater levels,

This eensintedof a float, ‘suspended AntheKersey Channel, on a hinged

arm, this arm carrying contest facoswhion could touch adjustable shoes

on the insulated support bracke anthe range of tidal levels _

departed from normal, thusoper | juseer contimeusly. hie signal

couldbe.heardin other adjacentgoons and laboratories, and this device

‘enabled the model to bo loft unattendadcor long periods whilst

eyeling to give the ercsion results required.

 

  

   

 

Measurenent of ‘apstrean woter levels in the model Alt

was wade at three stations in the channel, and for this purpose a

pointer gauge was used. 4 Loveline base plate was mounted on three

screws over the stream, with holes aritled threugh it over the three

measuring stations. In these holes were bolted honsings, as shown in

Pig. lell, into which the pointer gauge could bo fitted, s peg on the

gauge body resting in a slot in the housing to restrict rotation.

The gauge iteelf was mado £0 BA thwesiedbress res, held in @

flanged cylinder of mae ol, whiten bad secured to the top of ite

flange a bress dise, which was therety inoculated from tho housing and

 “base plate, Contact of the pointer with the water in tho river
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channel was shown electrically by a drop of resistance, measured by

Avemeter; the pointer was connected through the meter to o low . i

voltage source, and sarth return was through the channel water, aided

by @ thick filu of aluminium paint along the channel bed, to an

electrode at a convenient upatrean position. This system was

extended later to operate relays when the water contacteu the pointers,

thus causing lamps te light, but no exporimental work was carried out

with this exrangement - i: served te make a demonstration to a

non-technical audience.
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ating ete eemnenien tutelenoe of She wale, witty Ae

model tank, the triangular area in the north-western corner of the

model had random piles of concrete cubes stacked in it, and these were

effective in removing the inlet velocity component. 46 the sill of

the model a lineof grillage, made up frem sectiona of radiator

elements from old cars, ensured that the flow entered the model

normal to the cotidal line along which the sill wee placed. It waa

found necessary, after the firet few cyeles run with the aodel, to |

fair in the entrances to the main and Formby Channels, to ranove —

Gddies formed from the orstwhile blunt edges.

Q After thecompletion of the water level experiments, the

‘concretefacing eround the south end of the Pormby Channel was

knocked out,and theazea renouldedinnatural sand, to current
contouras Inonderto survey the region after various changesdun

scareernment

fittedto slide between the two main

 

cide meabore of‘is fran. ‘Theside menbexs carried a seale
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graduated in model feet horivontally, the ercss-bean being similarly —

marked. A guide, sliding along the cross-bean, carried a stecl rod
to which ms seeured 8 scale divided in vertical model fect, ont whith

eould slide vertically. A point at the foot oc this sokonde be

placed on the surfacewhose elevation it was desired to read, the

scale on the rod being pead by surveyoss' level; the position of the

guide and crossboam on their respective re geve the coordinates |

of the planposition cf the point concerned.

 

Bothduring construction and use of the tidal model,

great use was made of the surveyors' level, which was kept set up on

a triangular tinber frane, which in turn rested upon the floor with |

three roundheaded sorews. In use, the telescopic lage and the

footeerewsof the instrument were used to keep the line of collimation  
60 f% above the model Bay Datui, this height being necessary to make :

a @lear sight over the walls ofthe tanx, Daily checks of this

setting were necessary, as the timber frame tended to settle inte tho

aaphe}t ofthefloor, paxticularly in waru weather. Yor this purpose,

@ 'teaporary bench war<' was established on one wall of the lsberatory.

The inotmument was found ideal for its purpose, but in this rather

daxic laboratoryit was found desirable to illuoinate the scales

 

f saatalataNowiiag wb octet.

experimenta. wk onthemodeldescribed in thie thesis

nat . wee three main headings +
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(e) Surface float studies. i

hese will be treated in turn in paras. 1.09 to 1.13 |  

 

  

   

  
  
  

  

  

 

  

  

  
  

 

  

 

  

below. —

1409, | For investigation of the transient water levela in the

upstreas channol atthe Alt, the model was set to cycle automatically

on & naepeyele ( iso. high water at 21 ft Liverpool Bay Datum), and

the netel river discharges adjusted to reproduce one of the river

stages to be investigated. The model tide gate sil] was adjusted to

one‘of the sill ievels selected, and the pointer gougeplaced der one

of “hho stations over the river channel, collimated, and connected to

an ‘avometer' get to ite high resistance range. ‘The timing busner

at the control drum was switched on to give eudible notice of the

time of high water, andthe pointersat to a predeterminedlevel.

The times after the busser stwhich the water level in the river

chanhel xoce toandollbelow thepointer level were noted (by

watohing the swing of the Avometer needle), and then the pointer was

raised to & new level and the timing ropested, ‘This process was

continued until & lovel waa reached with the pointer to which the water

434notrise;thereadings were plottedasthey were taken (to keep

sone controlaver scatter), pointer levels boing plotted against

 

Gt ee
Serinigen:

the tines at which the water surfecein the channe) reached, and

“receded fron, the pointer. These latter readings, however, wore

euspect, as the forsstion of a meniscus caused a perceptible lage

Anexample of the type of curve produced is givon in Mig. 1.12.

58was repeatedfor the other two upstrean stations,
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Fig. 4.42.
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This pattern of readings was carried out with the model _  
   
   

 

   

  
  
   

   

  

  

 

  

  

viver siit atneoe 9 ana +ea waefm sotal river sinanenges

of150) 900 eae 2900°E¥"fa;WithHeyyt28Na; and Tuner readings ere
taken on manually-controlied tides of 26 ft. high water level, with |

tus tadaguton Gh wh] and 200.23 0D. the experimental sequlte

will be compared with ¢hose given by an approxinate theory.

The first task to be undertaken in e theoretical

approach to this problem lay in detorsining the cross-section of the

model channel; — thie wes carried out by measuring the inoreases in

depth in a niet length of straight channel consequent upon the

addition of measured quentities of water. The actual crosasssection

at the time of the teste is shown in Pig. 1.13b; the channel was

constructed to be of constant width, but despite several coats of

shellac, the timber warped during the months of construction to the

eplayed fomshown. Since| the versiGat and horizontal seales of the

nodel exe 120 ani 3700seapeotively the side slope 4 (==) is

found fron 2 x 041265 x 3500
| 12 |

jot (as = Ast &420 | = AT Mt

whencea a= ne = 4s . |

Comparison with Fig.1.13= (which shows the design of

the approach channel erm mhhen)will show that the side slope of

dhe undek channel, allowingfor the vertices] exaggeration, is the

game as that of the prototype, in which o is 4 also; 1% must be

“pamitted thatthis was puroly fortuitous ! ‘The scale width of the
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  ved of the modelehanned, at 29220000 -69 ty, crontly :
exceedsthatof the design ‘chatnel. thie doyorture fron aoalewas‘

doliberate, and was anattoupt tominimise theunknown effectof

ret,ESHeeeernment Seek eee dimensions.   Tne highedt Tevel reached by the apsunted water Whee a

tidegates’oanbe foundby detersining 7

(a) thestable depth of flow, #,, with the tidegates

“open,in temas of the river discharge Qi

(>) TheAncreaso An depth, 2, = e,, duringthe poriod
at be which the gates are held closed by tidal water

debe levet 0h the downstronn side, as

| funtionof@ the river discharge, and t, tho

» gate atownse period, and

(eo) % ae@ function of the maxioun tide height (b*)

tLoge oe

 

“Pordetermination (a), it ie ecouned that before the

gates close te thea site, the water impounded by the peordess

high tide hes‘apainea ew, ‘and ‘that the river has returned to a

nomal statesgo> ieat Paeetion ef q only.

In an seovniedet analysis ef this nature, de Cheay's

formula is believed to suffico, andhence the discharge q is written +

ooaoc oe aT
-e% aandi deno’ tine the flow area, deChozy's constant, | ,

—reeaeani the bed| eens roostsde 7
es Be ace etn

   

 

    



  

    

     

   

  

    

   

        

oeitjie tevsbesgadaiee

eeae “au!a me Caney’

Ber the tdepesotded fendchadiiet ihown to Pigs 1el3b,

the flow area a for a flowdepth a; is

1 Be ah dee,) Qa?)

whilst m= e/p is given by

ee
b+ aa(2 + 4)’*

Pox the dimensions of this channel (>. = 62 ft, <=),

a a4 (92 oe 225); and

3th Hf, tr00 whieh

anan?bfopioneal (4038)

.as @ function of as is plotted in Vig. 1si4, togothar

with a, it will be noted that as as varies from 3 te lz ft, nat

increases fron492 to 4303 ft . wataet a! increases from 1.67 to

3.09 ft", |

alchery *s ‘eonatant', @, was deteruined by using Bagin's

capixiea_——

+6o=Ale (1439)
a+ ie '

| Taking the value of the factor B as 0.109 for a timbar

flume, ‘the value oferanges from 146 to 152 for flow depths betwoen

3 enda tt, ant,averagevalue of 150 peoning aaymenrtatse This, :

| el would be for a full piged channel; fera eaell model it would

atat‘8lowervalueof this constant might obtain, since
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Graph_ot_am* _&m*against
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eninmuchgreater. Aevostingly, woth 150an
asthe vel : (of©for the eatinates given io

fable 1 ~2E1, but checks with the ante ting show tho valueof :

150 to give the better results; this, hewever, is alac vopondent

upon the velue ef the slope.1 used in eqn. 1,16.

 

“Figs 1.25 chows a Longitudinad section of the model

channel thesag in thedometzean reach being caused ty warping of

the‘tant used in its Sonetrentieg betwoon supports too widely

apaced.s —“the slope i used in the following calculations is based on

the fall ‘tom,‘the highest point of the channel to the silly with

the sii] at oD, and the highest point of the Vill as efft OD, the

ovexage gradient, at 0.62 ft/nilo, makes 4 1408 x10 (which de

couparable te the ‘design eapunption of a slope of i secua) where

i io le x 10x,

 

For the |full nines) channel the dite will againbe

reckoned from ill level. —| Although it ia considered probable that

the bed tn tho approach channei would be excavated to below this level,

this state of affairs would vary with the passage of time, and the

Feengeiingints seen to be a spptent assumption.

fable 1 - ITbelowshore flow depthe in the model channel

corresponding te simulated discharges of 150, 500 and 1500 £43/s,

valves of 125 ant 150 beng taleon in turn for de Cheay's "en.
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| (based oneqne. 1.15 @ 16 and Pig 1.14)

a £t>/e : i 150 500 1500 MD

¢ ee ee ae
wwe on o8kklUlUmlhlUULUT
a, tt. _ 1a 0.8 i 0685 202 502 405

(b) The next stop in analysing the scdol channel performance

dies in estigating the rise in level behind the tide gates ag a function

ef variabletime, taking iute account the fixed physics] dimensions

of the channel.

_ Ty is assunedthat ai time t, the river outlet being closed

by the invomingtide, the level in the trapezoidal model channel has

reachedaheight$, and the top breadth of flow is b. — vor an

low@ into aneffectivestorage length4, it ie evident from.

@at — bb de,

ak aa, by+ol, Canbe integrated to

goerJose sayon or

aioe ey| ua”= =+ constent.

   

“IEwewrite¢ as sero at thoinstant of gate closure, 6
det

gepen found in the previoussub-paregraph, and the :

cwnmtant of tnhngsetionteooman(0,8;+dy*), theflow area‘a!of

ie
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Bi+aeooa, -4%ai

insertingthe nom values of », anie, end writing

ceSEa), (1.20)
this simplifies to the quadratic :

.°+ 462,=K = 0,

which yieldsthe positive root -

a, = (529 + K)# ~ 23 (1622)
Portheen of the depth of flow in sub-para. (a),

 

the tik was hanes.upon ‘the actual length of the channel modelled.

For ealoulatingthestorage capacity, an addition to the actual length

is wade, to make allewance for the volume of the storage box. This

box is6.23timesthomean width of the channel, and is 10.2 ins.

Long, thus containing volume squivalent to 8423 x “S3* x 2a or

4064 miles ofchannel. Sinesthe length of the channel, excluding

the bex, is 4496miles,the total storage length available is 9.60 miles.

An enaitian of the sate’ channel profile (Fig. 1415), together with

the depths of flow given in fable 1 - I, will show that by no means

 

all of this length is effective at the lower river discharges: for

oxaaple, fora flow <Ae ft/s, the effective storage length L of

eqns 1620 4s2055 ites, whilst for 1500 ft°/s, the flow deyth i

sufficient »a the whole 9.60 milea effective.

a

—ann oxanple.of the type of computation used, consider

the rise tn surface level, ‘ - 8, behind the gates in a four hour

period, for a river diecharss of 4500 £t?/s and an effective storage

length of996niles, taking de Ghesy's 6 as 125:
eean

   meeath 5 Oa) khPag hs
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PromTable122, &,= See ft.

thus anvilsa» 5aete",

 

Prom eqn, 2.21,

“aye(529 + 479)®= 23 = 8.6 oe.
but fy = 502 Pte,

therefore the rise in level |
in 4 houre 2, — a = 304 ft.

(ce)  *--BSamee thetidegates in beth model and protetype area

cennected tothe Open coastline vy a relatively short channel, it

will be assumed that the tide lavel om the seaward side ef the gates

is a simple harmonic function (this assumption is used alse in para.

1413). If this is a0, the tide level, y, above OD, is given by

| ywt win BF t, whore27 is tho tidel poriod of 1204 hrs
BR 4s the 7 level above Ob, and

_°* de the time; hrs, efter I,

poanting the verysmall difference in hewi required

to open oF close the apie, we may say that at the instant of the

gates* opening or closing, _ os 8. OF

sinB= 2, or t= 2 six(=) = 1.97 ein”“@)s

te mi iendinns: tide, asthe gates close, = 2, ant

oe Depelsin(24),

dist.onthe ebb,as the gotes me-opom, & = 2,4 end

isget = 097 i)= 602 ~197 oteGe
woting,$, — t= t» the gate closure period, and

    



  

teagerfein) « ean*e)h (122)

: 20 nay be e0enfom Pig. 416 that 8, ~ 2ie almost

linear with t (et least over the limited range needed); i.e.

&, ~ S52 at » where a is practically constant. Solution of ogn. 1.22 _

is wade therefore by trial and errow, supplemented by lincar _

interpoletion when the solution hae been ‘tracketted'.

By way of an example, 4 gate closure time of 5 hrs. will :

be estimated for e 31 ft tide, with e river discharge of 1500 rt7/e.

Yeou the exemple ofsub-pare. (b), for a 4-br. clocure period,

.- aift; agswoing strict proportionality, for t = $hra.,

o eee ace tf = M25 tt.

Prom Table 1-12, 2, = 520 ft.,

Bo Bs= 9045 tt.

For e 31 ft tide, 4 = 31 - 14.5 = 16.5 *t,

endthussina) = sin(p45) = 0.61

and sinwhat) 2 ain”(44t2) =_0433_

Therefore ain*(Z5) + ain”(G4) = 0494,
from whieh & = 662 ~ 1597 x 0094 = 4235 hrs. (An error of 0.65 hrs)

Sines 4 value of t- = § hre wae asaumed, 2 second

ostiantlan of & = 4083 lon wilt be made. ity a similar process this

makes t = to be 4645 bre, an errorof 0.20 hrs in the other direction;

by @ Linear interpolation, pga value of t oon be shown to be

4043 hes. ‘Under these cirounatances, 2. - a= 3076 ft, and 9096

of fable 1 - III, in which thooretical and oxporimental

coma~ coupared, was constructed by this method.
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GATE CLOSURE PERIOD, T, HRS.
       4 4:5

RISE IN UPSTREAM RIVER LEVEL

as a function of

GATE CLOSURE PERIOD. 
FOR EXAMPLE IN TEXT.

 



 

 

 

  
   

  
a) fe iae T=[6.2 -1.97(siBhsinFifbrs

Ty .6.2" |
  

| Estimation of Gate closure period.



 

Tide height, Discharge,
LBD ft. G, che.

 

theoretieal “Woded (Saiutstat)
G=125 ¢=150 ve

oes =150
‘7 —“——i ay ae 150
aa" at y i 1643 1.95 2140 i500

pedicle Riurieg Mie. Pye. ae

eo=m be 2.5 i900.

—=eee — 2640 150

aeae “en : 457 31.0 1500

ores ‘paddition, as a| cheek on the correct functioning of

the nodol|tidognte,1whist the‘model was punningautomatic eycles

of ‘noap tides,ayeanjectionwasused to allow an satimation of the

node] eteslosure tine to=88« The mean offour successive

vides gave2guteelosure tine of 2345 model scconde (= BiexMad

or2608 hoursinaturescale); _ the corresponding time froa

the calouletions voc~ samep Ginchaver gave a gate closure tige

  “practice! point of view, the critical case in

the table eboveisthatfer the high (1500 cfs) discharge on a 26ft

tide=here dueGebeltgirae result about a foot higher than the

. neuee vin

cia i shat.
oe os a Ri ea a

 



 

 

1.10 Ibservingtheordorof the agroonent betwroon experimental

apt,gemyuted.velees ofthe top.water level for the trapezoidalmodel

channel, attention will nowbe directedto an estimation of thesame

quantity dnthe designchannel, inneture, :

  

Phe channel cross-section is shown in Pig, 1.13a; 1% will

be apparentthat the side slope parameter a = se = 4, as in the model,

but the levelbers on each bank complicate the problem vis-a-vis the

models The notation tobe used follows closely that adeptedin the

preceding paragraph, but capitals have boon used to distinguish the

full<eise from the model equations. Also, because of the discontinuity

in the oxose~seotion caused by the berms, it has been found convenient

to denote tha depth of water overthoberms by 8, reserving 2 for

the trueopt (monsured from tho bottom of the dry-weather channel).

For tho higherriver deoharges (whieh are the main concern of this

wort),the river levelis sbove the berm level at ali stages of the

tide, ont the chanelmaybe ayentes as traperoidal, with a email

connie’ addition” ite base. 3B,as taken as the width over the

berms, dee. 60 ft. ‘the procedure elosely follows that developed

in 1.095 oub-parsgrenba(®), (b) and. (e) rene:

(a) oudentesiondepthofflow,2 -

' thasiahandled in o siailar wamer to 1.09(a), but an

oottiatins of de heay ‘a© gave the following 3

Por % = aft, da? = 6295 £0705, a= 40 st? 6 who deag Be,

thas Basin's Hat= Le5d/be2) = Lely and ¢ = 157-6/2019

=

The

Similarly,when Z = 10ft, — C= Me.
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The following calculations are based upon a constant

value of GC = 100; this approximation will result in an under-

~estimation of the flow depths for small discharges, but for the oritical

case of high discharge is not expected to show serious error. The

value of the cabo of the design channel, at 1 ft/mile, gives

i! = 1636 x 10°

Fig. 1,18¢ shows the depth of flow as a function of ant,

allowing any desired vaiue of € to be used. A seecnd seale,

reading Q directly for the stated slope and for ¢ = 100, is

provided for more rapid calculetions.

(b) Saloulation the inorease in depth during storage.

in the prototype, the main river has a weir at an

 

equivalent length of 10 miles upstream from the tidegates, whilst

the bed is periodically excavated to OD or thereabouts.  Caloulations

for the rise in level are therefore based upon « constant storage

length of 10 miles, regardless of the initial depth of fiow.

For the higher discharges, when the flow depth is such

that the berms are always covered, an eaetien axaotly esvenebine

to eqns 1621 may be developed, in the following manner 1

ae + (os, -XH +4) = 0,

which, upon substituting 4= 4 and 5, = 60, yields a selution

s,= (225 + K')” = 35
Prom Pig. 1613, 2 ~S = 5 ft, and ao

= (225 + xt)? ~ 10 (1023)

where t= ae + A) (1024)
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Computation of top water level.
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T= period of pate closure , Ars.
fe
[ Example. Q=24.00 cfs., ee hy (tig. a); say T= 2hrs.

| (Zs -%) = storage ocrmment «Su Ag. b)

i Zf =flow depth = 11.8 (fp os Top water level = 11.8 43.4 2 15.2

i NOTE. f. Different values of de Chezy's ¢ & C maybe
i. ate 'Q’ scales i

1000 1500 2000 2400 : ohlaecaae by drawing appropriate Q les it

Q,cts... fer bl = _. 1/5280

,

G00... . Fg, é).

| | a fe bis based on a 10 mile Storage length. Ae fo At tho
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Were Atethearea6f flow avovetho bere.

aywey Of Sh enmmpie, consider the rise 4n Level ok

for adischarge of 500‘te/s, |witha dnhr gate olosure period, -

10 uilesstorage,€=100,ena i#~4.38 x 10% ©

taaliy.” 1.186,%, = 964ft and00'S, = 44 ft.

the flow arezabdove theberms48 A= 6,(60+ 23,) (ef eqn. 1517) >

 

glo eeP
er

wad toon one. ' = Tle, “and Kt356ge"

“yomie Bs =(225at=to = 14.1 ft,

ow Soligaeshailsfamilyot lines for the| hsener

 dapolianges. of 500, 2500.and.2400 ft7/e,shows tho rice in level as
a fumetionef gxt¢.closure timo; they aro based on a series of

calculationsofthe type.Allustretedabores a

bau itgenes when the wives discharge 4s BO
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62

= 662 = 197(oid?Soin” P)
(tang)

Proceeding with the exemple in the previous sub-paragraph,

with a 31 ft tide, for which H =< 16.5 ft,

HG ~ 00309, ont oss" 0.549 - 0066 sa.
Making a first estimate of the closure period as ? = 3 hrs,

from Pigs 1618b Bs ” by = 306 ft, and, since tig= 94 £t,

© = G25 - 9709, ana oin™ 0.709 = 0.90 xa
and 2% = 1.50 rad

Thus, bata) eqnSy

T = 6.2 - 1697 x1450 = 3e24 hrs, an error in estimation

of -0.24 hrs. If & second attempt is made, putting T = 3.2 hre, it

will be found to balance exactly, whilst the rise in level, from

Pigs 1.18b, is 3.8 ft, making the top water level'32ft. with a

closure period of 3.2 hre.

Pigs. 139ani 1420 have been completed from similar
euleuletions to these; the former shows the top water level as a

function of tide height for four different discharges, whilst the

latter givesthe gate closure period against the sane base for the

Sonelusions

An ex,mination of Fig. 1.19 shows that for the oritical

conditions of a 2400 tt?/s river discharge coinciding with a 31 ft

tide, thewater levelbehindthe gates will reach 15.4 ft OD, if
oes te Gs

f eae ee PURE Ea
ra te ho kee
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Top Water Level as a_ function of

| Tide Height
/ for various discharges. - assuming = 1/5280
| C= 100
| & 10m. storage. |
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Re Fig .120)

Gate closure period as a function

of Tide Height
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the gate is set at op.

n the preliminary scheme drawn up by the engineers of

the Mersey River Board, the maximum flo0d depth is ostimated at 15 ft;
this, however, was based upon the assumption that the sill would be
lowered to-5ft OD, 4.6. the flood level is set 20 £% above the #411.
fable 1 = ITI, ompertas actual and theoretical oun for the model

channel, shows that the observe. value is sbout a foot higher than

the caleulated value for s discharge of 1500 £t7/e on a 26 ft tides
the 20 £t margin envisaged Should.take care of a discrepancy of this

sort. Itmight be pertinent to mention that the sustained discharge
of 2400 £%°/s cannot be expected in nature, thie figure representins
the peak of the flood hydrograph.

Ne mention has been made in the previous analysis of the

effect of local variations in beronetric pressure in reising the
local sea devel; this would affect the problem by increasing tho

gate closure period. A baronetric lift of level of amount h f+

would, roughly, @ause the tidal sine wave to be about « mean at h ft

OD, and eqns 1425 would be modified to read :

t= 642 -~ 197i”‘eh + sinZt} (1626)

oy way of illustration, a barometric rise in level of

2 ft, coinedding with a sustained discharge of 2400 £t>/s ani a tide

predicted ata ft would increase the gate closure period fren220 hyra

so 25s hrs, causing the top water level to rise from 15.4 ft OD to

 



  

   

      
   
    

   

     

  
   

  

Se

21, drawn from the Author’"s observations at the

do~ gate eymay be coapared with the theoretical
Mads a fair errespondence can be seen to exist .

2B y after making allowance for the differences in

iengthof tide channel,

  

| ’ atshouldperhaps be stressed that the

9f the lest two paragraphs take no ccoount of

| : either in medi or in nature; for the model,

the scale is so emai that such effects would be absorbed into

whilst in nature the varying bed profile ‘end

r “a00m to make such refinements in caleulation

x ‘nm’depending upon the river discharge 4 and the

‘Table 1 = IV shows the order of variation in this

suggested that it would be reasonable to extrapolate

= 2400ofs, I = 31 ft, since n falls as both Q and X

be extremely conservative (for a sill above OD) and

of n asunity would give the sinple.t correction te

in Pigs1.18, it being necessary merely to add,

hedght relative to OD to the top water level
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th the sill placed at ~4 ft OD in the model, considerable

i during the test cycles with sand from the

P the model foreshore washing back into the valve box

with the flood tide, becoming trapped between the valve and its seat,

and 12”4 act flow. (An analogous situation has arisen in nature

tely not on @ spring tide, however.) In the light of

the model experience, it would not be recomended that the sill be

placed 30 far—_— 0D, at least until further information is

availableabout the behaviour ef roller gates in silting streams.

aidenatn —2itt_

=§-—

20ft

__

RiverDischarge, ft3/6 150 1500 150 1500

Index nt
0.88 0.76 0.82 0.7%

 

, h the origins] plans for the model were restricted

on rolled tidal cycles, after an automatic tide control

  

 

had been devised which would generate neap tides satisfactorily, 1%

te to attempt limited experimental work with a

 

model by oa tural sand from Liverpool Bay being used. The

Il in Pig. 4.01. ‘Saturated sand was used for



 

  

 

ng, Ond the model wasflooded several times as the wor’:

ded, to allow the infill weteriel to ‘slump’ after laying.

| After the moulding was complete, and severe] cycles run, 2 chock

survey was carried out, the result being presente: in contour and

section in Pigo. 1.22 - 23.

The survey apparatus has been deseribed in 1.07, and was

used to run lines of levels roughly normal to the lines 4? the main

Ghannele, ise. SSI - NEW across the foreshore cut, and eNS ~ wow

across the Formby Channel. Unless special circumstances arose, the

same lines were used for o11 subsequent surveys, in order to give

After 7° cycles had been run with the model as originally

moulded, the anticipated southward migration of the foreshore cut was

well mapked. The region was surveyed again, remoulded to the

ourrent profile once more, but the foreshore cut was stabilised by

the provision of,teninine wallof brass plate of similar elevation to

the existing training well betwsen Hightown and Crosby, and the mode)

allowed te cycle once more. After some 308 noap cycles, the area was

re~surveyed.

Mention must be made at this point of a serious

limitation inherent in the use of a model] with vertical exaggeration

for experiments witha mobile bed. ‘The scales chosen forthis model

result in a vertical exaggeration of slope of ae OF 262: 1.

eeeee

83 this can be managed with care in the solid model
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‘lifts! forthe higher banks. When @ model with a movable bed is
constructed, however) the natural angleofrepose of the bed material

in turbulent waterLimitethe elope attainable in the model, and hence
the elopewhichcanbecopicd faithfully from nature.

 

"he sectionsof Figs. 1.23 425 show several stable slopes
of 30° in thémodel, whilst themaximum slope shown is of 472° or
1 sn @ipR)WieboddetingOhtle dust vaste ot tne Yormby Channel.
Takingthisto representthe limit of stable slope possible, then

the limit ofslope in nature whichcan be moulded accurately is

1 in 0692% 2942 or 1 in 26.9. Along the east bank of the Formby

Channel in nature, since the Pomitysower discharges thero, the
foreshore is covered with a mixture of sand and mud, and shows theo

characteristic profile of a steep slope in frietional-cohesive

naterials ise.a vertical cliff afew inches high, buttressed by a

Sloping bank, in places as steep as 1 in 3. It is, of course, out

of the questionto model such slopes tOexaggerated scales. ‘The

foreshore channel ef the Alt, also, had to be moulded to slopes which,

in conforming with the angle of repose of the sand in the model,
produced a section with no resemblance to that intended in the

The river ‘discharge in the model was maintained constant

at a simulated 2500 ‘tt/e, ‘olear water being used. In consequence,

where deposition is predicted by these experiments (and confirmed by

the float runs ‘dosoribed in [45‘it ds suggested that the effect in



 

7s

satare of the addition of « siver oarrying «bod load would be to: vers

augnent the rate of sooretion.

Yo attenptwas nade $0 sinate wind orware effects on
the beach; in short, the‘experinonts representinvestigation of

bed movements in aWindless estuary undergoing perpetual neap tides,

and floored with sinees penccoheeive Sand.

_-Piges 1.22&23 show contours andtypical sections in
tho neighbourhood of the outfall before and after 70 heap tides were
run, nOsupport beinggiven to the line ef the river channel across
the foreshore, he conclusions which it is possible to. draw include
the following:

« (4) there is, with one exception, a general easing

of channel braneverse gradients, and this is believac to represent

slumping ofthe model bedto a more Stable angle of repose; it

has no significance in termsof the prototype.

($4) -Rhepe.de @.wellomesbeed, 40406. oF the untwatnes
river channel te the south, probably mest obvious in the section

taken at Y 1200. This drift occurred in nature with the river

in its existing course, and was expected,

(i444) A smalldeltanaa begun to form at the mouth of

the river. Again, thie is reproduced in nature on the existing Alt,

whose mouth 4s similarly indeterminate. ‘The presence of bed load
in naturewouldcertainly exacerbate thiseffect. in the model.

(av) semeeavettenenio, eonatan, tein, Sovlon's Yon

just south of the dine of theriver channel.

 



 

Te

“Aa the effect noted in(4i) above was expected, a
second (and longer) series of 308 tidal cycleswas run, with
training wall formingthe south bank of the river channel.
Pigs+ 1424&25 show initial andfinel conditions under these

_ (4). Pereeptible accretion has taken place at the nouth
of the wiverchannel,tending to£111 up theexisting deep in the
vommbyChennel, and to produce a more natural bed profile.

taken plage in the Poruby ‘Channel South of the river outfall, his
is apparentin the section taken atx = 1500.

: (431) Some deposition has occurred in the Formby
channe to ‘the northof the outfall ( at X = 3800).

asiv) the erosion into theeastern slopes of Taylor's
Bay as‘tn (av) snore, haw ‘taken place once more, although the
twatning walhas cousetheScourto bemade senewhat further to
be naethMean dn the previous case,

. The dinditationsof the fpperatua&are such that quantitive
romultsare out of the question, and only the linited qualitative
results already given Seemwath recording. To summarise the

prinespad Anferencesdrawn, the southward drift of the unguided
channel, Besides boing expected, Was 60 well-markedas to be
Umlagementie«--a0was even nore @pperent from an inspection of the

aedel itself, The indications of(41) and (i141) above receive
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confirmation from the next paragraph, where further comment will be
nade. , sere

lsl3e. ‘This sub-section is devoted to a description of the

tracke followed by surface floats in the model, and by full-sised

floate in the estuary, Fron the results obtained, some inferences will

be drawn concorning the grebante erosion ani deposition eee would

follow the diversion of the Alt water into the Formby Cannel whore

possible, conclusions drawn in this manner will be corroborated by

reference to 1412.

4s is sentionss.eleeshere in this thesis, almost the

first field work undertaken in connection with the River Alt studios

was an duvestigation into tidal currents in the Formby Channel.
Iwo theodolite stations were established in the dune belt comaanding
the channel, one being at ‘Point A', a stake driven by the Morsey

River Board's engineers to mark the seaward end of the proposed

Alt diversion from the railway bridge (see the map of Pig. 1.01),

and one at the top of the Observer Corps tower near Victoria Road,

Formby, which is & tall concrete fortified structure some 100 ft

abeve the foreshore and 400 ft behind the high water mark. These

stations wore tied into tho seeei eid by triangulation from known

_lantanoke, the Wild T2 instrument being used for this class of wor':.

‘then euitadle windless conditions coincided with convenient tides, a

large party wae deployed, Supported by a powerful dinghy borrowed from

the Hersey River Board for the occasion. The floats used were

30-galion ei] drums, with a tubular stool mast welded into the fillor
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nole, end a stool ber franewor', embedded into a 30-1b concrete keel,

weldedtothe base. toassist in recognition frow afar, the floats

voropaiatedabright yellor,andcarried wallet being stroued « rod

curveyflag.

 

| Hovertroublewith the dinghy seriously upsetthe

programme of readings,and on several occasions the float grounded

soon after launching, but two very long runs were recorded,and

plotted on the local ‘Gant fron intersoeting bearings fron the

theodolite stations. . These runs are‘ghown on the maps showing

the moked float runs (Pigs. 1626 & 21) and it will be noticed that

there is _ egrosnent of course betwosn then.

d= Smnedinve, conneqsenen, of, thin. works. was thefopeuhore

survey carried out by staff ofthe River Board, and the University's

owa air survey were seen to be necessary; the tracks plotteddumplied

deop water in places where the chart showed high banks. Purther

caqutay BerEpiad that there hadbeenno marine id ef the area

sinee before world Wax I (1937), the information shown on, say,

the 1954chart datingfron that shan, (1% should be mentioned that

this discrepancy was of ne normal maritine significances shipping

wae the Bay is ‘expuenaly warned not to leave the marked channels,

which are, of couree, reg vory ‘frequently indeed).

os

wowed fest ‘Pune were nade using emell pieces of mateh

dropped into the Poraby Channed at the end of the river's treining

wall at steted tines during the model tidal eyele. The templates

uged in the construction of ‘themodel had left slight but distinguishable

Conn: lanes the bok Gh Autatenhe of D000 othe) fet, tal these
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were numbered(90thattheprogressus Of each float could be timed by

stopwateh over aecuretely known lengths, whilst the course followed

could be plotted at thetimeby direct observation.

‘Por noaptides, the courses are shown in Pig. 1.26, and

represent the moanof at least two, ami usually more Sinilay runs.

Yor the 26 f%tides, which hedtobe controlled manually, the courses

shown are those followed by single floats, andare therefore somewhat

less Peliable. (They canbe seen, however, to be in good qualitative

agreement with the neap guns). ‘The main difficulties encountered in

earrying out the experiment were a result of the light weight of the

floats, which weremall enoughtebe supported upon the surface fila;

in particular, the tine at which a fleat, siranded on the ebb tide,

would be pickedupagain on the flood, was apt to vary in a randon

aanner, Whilet fldate whieh passed close to a ateep bark on the ebb

sash RungeSeesWe into the monisous at the odge and halted.

So sparse is the inforuationfrou soture, and since the

full soale easurenente wore made ‘in the channel in ite present foru

(de@e with no river outgall in a8), that in orderto compare model and

fuli soale velooitiosa simplified anelysie will be developed below.

Te will |beascuned ‘that haa,

(4) ‘the Maslevel is2ne simple harmonio function,

and (44) ‘he tidal current at aparticular stetion depends

| @nly uponthe rateof change of sea level.

“ayney‘be expressed vathoaattoally wy writing

| ~esinoce (1227)
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tere ='s(“s””s*( YY Anetantancouswater level above OD |

 H=height of high water above OD

o= s)-Fe -
end t = time in nro after balf feed.

(44) may be mektten

= kH cos ©, = (1.28)

which, afterrefer 8 sinplifies to

v=+ 04507 ki cos 0.507 +. (1029)

Here v is the instantaneous Vveloosty, and k a“‘Jooad constant, The

value of & will be wvalanted from the date of the ure full-size float

runs ¢

on the flood, 2” 58" or 2.97 hre before high water, t = 3410 = 2.97
| 0413 hrs.ui

The observed velocity v = 1.37 kn.

and HB = 2309 £t LBD = 2309 ~ 1405 or 9e4 £4 OD

008 04507t= coe0.066 = 0.998.

Thence, eqns 1.29 may be re~arranged to give

 

Por theebb tide, 3° 38” after high water, % = 3010 + 3663 = 6473 brs,

v = 91.95knsy H = 2765 >_— 130£6, eos 0.507% = -0,.966,

 

| aes ape cake seeendetion between the values of ik for

ebbaand fleed for these full scale float runs; it is unfortunate

that cirounstances didnot permit the compilation of more complete

data, which would have made this investigationmore meaningful

statistically. It might be mentioned in particuler that the indication



  

os

fromthese two valuesof k of a fasterebb than flced may well be
spurious; for the Bay in general, the reverse is certainly true.

Te Gueenenee, itie suggested that a rough average value of k be

taken a6 0-3, and thet eqn. 1+29 might well be rounded out to

twomfigure significance as |

v=+ 0435 HH cos 0.507¢ (1-30)

For comparison, model float‘0' (the figure referring

to the time of leunching, in model seconds after high water) at a

time corresponding to 1.4 hrs after high water, showed @ speed of

~O+5 km. in the model in the same locality; using oqne 1.30 gives

v= ~0.63 bm. Likewise, float '30', treversing the same region

at a time corresponding to 3.7 hrse. after high water, travelled at

~0.65 kn in the model, whilst the speed computed from eqn. 1.30 is

“0.96 kn. : The model floats, as has been mentioned previously, hed

negligible araft, errs the full~sise floats were ballasted to present

lateral aren down to more than 3 £t below the water surface. 0

bring nedei Velocities, onon the curface, into line with those

measured in nature, eempenpénding to volocities in the region of

faster flow beneath the free surface, a factor of 1.3 is suggested;

maltiplying the model velocities by this factor brings the observed

and computed velocities of float '0' to -0,65 and ~0.63 kn respectively,

the oatreayénding volooitics for float '30' being -0.84 and <0.96 kn.

samilaz ealoulstions show thet model floats indicate a

slightly slower ebb and Santer flood than the limited full-seale

observations euggest; as has been mentioned before, this is in

a
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soromment withthegeneralpattonofbehaviour inthe Bay.

 

arises anaieare ueteuse eenvery dissimilar —

scetions, where eustitions offlow Vary considerably. In

particular, when floatsin themodel werepassingfron thesouth
end of the Foraby Ghanné2,” they had to traverse o bar at an ihe

depth of <7 fe OD, and at and around iow water, flow here was

super-opitieal, Here, the vélocitios, of course, show no similarity

te those found from eqn. i+. Por example, float '}0' passes the

bar at @ time corresponding to 944 hreafter high water, at a speed

corresponding to 1.9 knythe computed velocity from eqn. 1,30 is

0.99 kn. : : |

To Sun up, thesimplified analysis was found to agres woll

santeranmaia correspondencewith nature, and te enable

trang guslitetive conclusions to be drawnconcerning the probable

distribution of“transport and deposition in the area under review.

 

|Following an unpublished suggestion of Mr. Whittington,

« ebbnlenien Infex' was calculated for the principal regione

under consideraation, Thisisnot propounded as a out~and—dried

solution forwhat austrepresent oneof themost complexproblems

existing in Fluid Weehanics; itis believed to be about as

Telisbleasthe dateuponwAich it ds employed, and will be used to

give qualitative indications only.

@s
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Conasdaring& pertisle An still waterot « hetent

anery Tae Des if its tomminal velocity out of suspension is v.,

the time thai 4¢ will falco to arsive at thebed is
aFea ie ” ayn)

. Por anaverage particle, this maybe re-written

t.~ 2, whore @ ds the local depth. (1.32)

“In streaming water, moving at moan velocity v, the

transport drag on the particle will be proportional to v", the

value ef theindex n being dependent upon the looal Reynolds'

liusber. Thetime to settle in streaming water will be related to

that in atill water by seme such relationship as

Vey. . (1433)

if the timeduring each cycle that the silty surrent

crosses the ection under consideration ic 4, and the time for a

particle tetraverse sush @sectionof unit length is +, the

proportion of the load deposited as the section is traversed is

if 2 whieh, from ogni 1-33 above, makes the proportion of the load

er
|Bntoring the eoction, of mean depth and breadth d =x b, in

tee tswiltve 8 quantity of silt which will be proportional to

bavts Oe‘setoertinn of this aopesited in the section will be

*

  : watingoan.13a, the intensity of deposition per

 

oe

shAik diek Ye. dnee, Ske persian ve

 



     

Me $4

i AAGee SEERice Cae % . He   
assendthe settling epeed v, are

both independentofthe depth (to& first orderof approxiuation),
cmd $0for@particular grading ofsilt we may say that the

intensityefdepositioncan be writtenas ae ifthe flow
is takentobefullyturbulc sh

 

The Sedimentationindex,oF index of depth ofdeposit,

“Tt wilt be assuned that a definite value of 5 will be
associate. withthe stablestate, a lewex value iaplying a tendency

for thebed tebescoured, anda highervalue Suggesting the

likelihoodofaccretion. Theinitial rate of deposition would bs
likely to be sone function of a5, S, being the value of 8
for stability; & negative value rf this quantity would imply ;

probable erosion, and a positive value, deposition.

"fe Allustrate the application of this parameter, it

willbeacaumed that the measured current in nature of 1.37 kn.
inthePomaty Channel is justsufficientto maintain otabslity,
if4matecover-theful), half-oyole of 602 hres On this basis,

3,beaones TES)?op3:3tnknot, nourunite, This will be usea
2sadatuminthefollowing wor':.

 

iteib themodel Willbeconsidured for each of the



  

(4)

 

Only floats "0% and*20* enterthis region when
lownched fron theoutfall,‘the others boing oarsied straight away
in the oppositedirection; At 46 Anforved that thieregion
reccives the Alt aisohanyeduring theebbonly,

Float "0" gones intethe region 1,34 brs after highwater,
srevels denn, tee Debth Pamabe Channel for 0.89 hrs, then groands
on Taylor's Bank before low water. its average velocity whilst

adrift 4s 0.48 kne :

Float '36' comes into the region 3.6 hre after high water,
travels northwards up the Pormby Channel, reverses with the

incoming tide and retraces its course, its average speed being 0.65 kn.

Plow from the Alt can enter the region directly for a

maxima of 6.2 ~ 1434 oF 4.86 hro Af tho river ie carsying ctom
discharge (much less than this only normal flew). ‘the maximum
current speed in the region, from the two float runs deseribed above,

is estimated at 0.67 kn; ite rma. value is 0.47 ‘a. «This gives

® value of 3 of 7572 = 22, whilet (§ -1) is 5.7. Since thio
is positive by a good margin, it gives a strong indictaion of the

likelihood of deposition of bed load from the Alt water upon

entering the region. hie would be particularly accentuate: by the turn
turn of the tide at low water. Aceretion was observed in the model,

even thoughcleanwater was usedfor the river input, the deposited

wateriel hevingbeen scouredfrom an adjacent part of the soft bed.



 

a

(14) The South FormbyChannel,Detwoen the outfall ana the
  

fhe Aaland’ referredto in’the sub-hos@ing has’ been formed
in recent yoars betwoonTaylor'sBan and the mainland, and hasite
summit at -5£t OD, thechannels to each side falling to -10 ft oD.

velocities, and it will be seen that thie implies a probabality of
scour. ie

Float 1Or doce not repurn to this region, but travele

into the deaper water offshore.

Float *3O', after teavethine northwaris with the ebb

tide, reverses andreturns with the flood, passing through the
region between 7.1 and 8.8 bre after high water.

 ‘Fleat 65, being Feleased later, does not travel so far

northwards up the Poruby Channel, and so yeturns through this region

slightly earlier than i.

Ploat 1100’ travels dircotly southwards through the

region after release. The maximm half-tide velocity, shown by
this float, is 2013 tens the r.a.s. velocity is 0.707 x 2.11=1.49 kn.

Plow from the river through the region lasts for 47 model seconds or
4053 hay maicing S- EB? = 1496,and G = 1) = 0,41.

Sisetheahien Hate ttnwalesbs tet tauee yoaks vo «
tentony for ereaton So thie avsion, and this to eonfimmed Wy esoeicn

of the mobile bed of tho model. ae



  

 

Mew (Wb ieeehis teeeenten ase no,
sithalehhddah albnhdonda.triaemihaueteen aneser ine
in the shallower waters of the SouthPormby Channel, causes a slow

vortexto form wherethe Formby and Crosby Channelsmeet, while
the sedimentation index § is largely indeterminate, deposition
occurs in the model, and is ccourring in nature hore at the present
Mine, the depth atthe ‘bar! thus formed having risen fron ~23 £4
in 1922 to “13 ft OD in 1957. In the model, the result would
suggest @ southward extenoion of the nose of Taylor's Bank; this

hao boon osourring in nature during this coxtury.

(iv)

 

The main fico tide, in oneeping up the Crosby Channel

and spilling oiey the‘teaining walls to each side, constrains the

bulkof the water onenging from the south end of the Formby Channel
$0 move parallel to the coastline inshore of the revetment.

Float 165" enters this region at 9.72 hres after high waters
ginee this wasreleased at the 41+ outfall near low water, this implica
that the discharge from the Alt will flow into the region for
1264 = 9672 ox2.6 bee, ‘The half-tide float ('100') gives 4 yon.
velocity of 0.08 kn. through the region during this period, making
g = te) =3.42, and G = 1)= 0.03. This would suggest
general wenbhisty on the food.

a

Attor highmater there is a period of relatively slack
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weter Of 368 hrs duringwhich the mean velocity is 0.12 knss here
8 = 264,ond G. =1) =80. At thie timo the haletide float
concernedwas between sections 20 and 22, near theexisting Alt mouth.
Sanh waltor Wane th ~ 1)would suggest heavy deposition,
although2 dsbelievedthat the dilution of the Alt water by tidal

water wouldraise the effective valueof3.ye.2)
sonowheat less in practice. —

 

 

 

3 8765 = 41.7, ground © 30- 50 0.65
don on Aa * 2 8 ~ 98 0.54

~ & — ef2
“22 = 26.8 re 1éM - 166 0.36

65  B7e5 = 38 32 wo Go hr MB. . O» 31
2 - 18.5 105 ~ 1M 0.92

1865~2649. » ho Mew 294. 0.32

2100 ee M5= R Lins 100 = 105 2021
32 = 26 4105 ~ 115 1.28

(2 = 204 » » BS~iM.. 0.57
20.4 ~ 22.4 po=~ i 0.12

7a : ~ 245 0.51

_ Et @eoms probable from these current measurements in the

model that the uaterial energing fron the diverted Alt on tho ebb tide
4
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would be deposited fistinthe orthPomaty Channelot or around

lowwater) any wemsining in suspension, together with any material

onorging fron the river afterthe tum ofthe tide,would be transported
south, to be deposited along the foreshore there. ‘It would be

entlotyeted (eithoughnoallowance hasDeennadefor this in the
evaluation of the sedimentation index) that the largest flushing of

naterial from the river would <occur dumediately after the tide-gates
epen, whenthe head difference ie atite greatest, andand this woulda

further weight the intensityofdepositionin the orth Forty

Channel.

the existing model, with its inappropriate soft bed

naterial, its limited extent of erodable bed, and unsuitable scale

for this problem, can be expected to provide information only about

initial trends, and these have been described in this paragraph,

Conjecture from this information, and from the previous history of

the region, would suggest the following probable outcome of this

river diversion, were it to be made :

(4) The North Formby Channel would gradually silt up,

restricting the tidal flow through the Channel, eventually linking

Taylor's Bank to the mainland.

(14) A new outfall for the river would form near to the

present confluence of the Foruby and Groaby channels; were this
not stabilised, it is believed that this would drift to the south

like its predecessor.

  



 

(444) Any Fisk of deposition of Alt material into

theGroaby Channel (the principal eppreseh channel to the port, and

the only one available to ocean-going vessels) would be met by the

Dock Board joining the Crosby ast Training Wall to the Taylor's

Bark Wall, thuscompletely sealing off the Formby Channel.

(iv) The existing Alt channel along the foreshore

south of Hightown would gradually fill. This would bring «

secondary problea into being, since the river now forms a very

effective barrier against unauthorised entry to the danger area of

Altear Rifle Kango.
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Scale: approx. 1: 25 000.
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2602: - Fie Wiis Yon Wet eeaks bah, eae, heeentinsonce in the
sumaer of 1955, current observations in the Foraby Channel. were
undertaken. _ Ploata were trackedby thecdolite fron two shore

stations, ond. plots mde of theircourses, These plets, besides
giving the nevessaryinformation about Gurrent Velocities, showed
that the Pozmby Channel hadchanged ite position significantly fron
that shown on the ‘Surrent charts. Sines the scheme under consideration
inwo1vedAivertingthe River Alt into the Foraby Channel, 4 seemed
ossontind that the model should be based upon an up~to~date survey of

| . Qe. During World WarIT, Liverpool Bay was aubject to

parachuteminelaying activities by enemy aircraft, both magnetic and
seoustie minesbeing used. The main shipping channels were ewopt

| continuouahy, sal, Stee Sie Bis, h, abnaens. onaey enmetn-atstne
' TholeBaybelow the Low Water Mosk, butthe drying banks, covering an
aresof approximately 21 square nautical miles, were left unswept.
At the ona of 1945, Liverpool Bay was declaredsafe for navigation,

| but inpay,(1946,the survey vessel “Denham” detonated a mine on the

orth Bask about200 yaOe
_ and thevessel was 9 total loss, only one member of the crew surviving.

‘Sines. Petdete, survey vessel

   

  

  

 

   

 

 

  

8015have not operated in the unewept areas.

mePATGhannel, but the changes in
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| Channel noving further southwards intothe unswept area. the
adjacent foreshore and Taylor's Bank |were not ewopt» 805 Selon

~sounding of the whole region seemedoutofthequestion.

Consequently, the foresiivte above Ordnance Datum was surveyed,

using conventional methods, by staff of the Mersey River Board;

theChanneldoops were surveyed by echo-sounding from a small

timberNeuneh wy the Wareey Docks and Harbour Board, whilst the

rénaintesor theregionwas,nepped from aerial photographs by the

Department of cava\Sieinecrings: mo give some idea of the order

of accuracy tnveived-‘in the Sabine hrocess, Pig. 2.01 shows a

— akon from an aerial photograph of the Formby Sunnnad,>» and

the aaa‘eontour interpolated from eohoudbiiibings taken a few weeks

later. This figure also shows the novenent of the Channel in

recent years. on

2.03 In the summer of 1956, the Depertment was invited by
the Mersey Dooks and Harbour Board to carry out a similar survey

of the drying banksinthe Great Burbe region (marked as 'Burbo

Bank nor the Great Burbohad been surveyed in detail since before

the War, and chart deveendatatten of them was very much out of date;

this did not matter for the purposes of navigation, since shipping

in the Bay is exhorted to keep to the buoyed channels. Buoys in
the Formby Channel were Pomovei at the outbreak of war, and have

; not_—,— coastal traffic being insufficient to
Ceert of form!  oe’2a the Channel for navigation.

ro ue fWewi vei

Banke' and "Rook Channel' in the mapof Pig. 2.02). Neither Taylor's
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+8 8D. contours by echo soundings, 1956.

—————+8' 180contours by air survey, 1956

——.--—+8' LBD contours by echo soundings, 1937
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dinglien of these voupiaeten being

Y ; awwatehthe photographs werd’ takin,’tegothor 2

ef the Bt available tide station.?he-
valdihienboungantes‘nomontheas were transferred to

a chart ¥ referstneYofe.ah prneentens grid, constructed upon

x” m.waterlingboundaries at different stages of the
oman contour napoFtheoneswait up.

 

2.05‘ te generalprincipleordeja waterlihe eentours in the
aS

neonlenthines abovewaspregerred to the method of height evtination

wing etereoscepiepairs, #2 the@ latter 4s inom to be liable to

 

‘ontta photographsvere peeterved to ‘vewtielbe, since
pe) ston Ss

the adroreft2avail

 

vertical catiesa..Whilet some modifications

could havo YoonaedtoYeatzeract toGoshthis to bo dono,
rd¥

the low ceiling ofthis light eiroraft, ndthe prevalence of clout on

the cocastonswhentiaé; surface visibilityandlight were all

propitiouswouldhevo celled for 2 laxge mmbérof vertical ,

photographs togiveadequate coverage of the cee Tt will ve

shown leter in tot geetion that te correct any serial photograph

for tilt, four objects whose ground positions are knownmust be
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visibleinthe photograph, and this requirement could not be met

iancienelasaaoeeeabniede in their

in“~ latverpood BayDatum(Lud), approximating to Low
Vater‘Tauinootial Sp¥ing Tides, ds 14.54 ft below the Newlyn

OrdnanceDotan. ‘the range of elavation in the Great Burbo region
is from afow feet below to ehout 20 £t above Bay Datum, whilst

Qaylor'» Bani:"slaea to fone 232% LBD: the highest contour

practicable ocours about 2 hours before high water on Spring Tides,

whilsethe lowest pousib1e in'theory ie about dere 19D. this
lattercould onlybe attained whena suitable spring t4d6 coincided
withweatherpermittingOlearphotography. ‘he estadlishment of
the port issuehthattow Pater Springs oceur around 0600 and 1800 bre

GD, go that inouftiodent light prevonte photography of these levels

Local ataoapharic conditions are not favourable to

ecrlalphotography, as windsfrom directions between South and

lorth-fastthrough Nast drift the Merseyside amoke hage across the
Say. This may reducevisibility to 2 or 3 nautical miles under

adverseconditions(particulerly when @ temperature inversion eceurs),
and to4or5miles atbect, andit wes found to be profitloss to

‘fly undersuch conditions. ‘Theeffect of the reflected ‘air light:
fron thehage is much pronouncedinphotographs than would be

cxpeetedwhenseen whenflying,and @visibility of at least 10 males

| as founa to be desirable for sufficient clarity of detail in the
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igh(greater than30#4)andtow(iose than 30 f+)
gtides reour“alternatelyatfortnightly intervals, and so to

coverthe wholeavailable‘rags inone period of flying, suiteble

woather, tide and light conditions must coincide. in practice, for

both surveys, it‘ooka year to cover the whole range of available

levels, thegreatest‘aiftioulty being eaused by poor visibility at
tines ofLonbenus tideTavel.

 

200 : ~be‘as deenwentioned previously, to ‘rectify’ any serial

photograph, four contre pointe mst be provided whose positions are

bpseratl“the ‘Working of the process of rectification is

simplifiedif these four points are at sensibly the same level

 

    

   

ail being plotted. (Analternative condition requires 3
point°, tousether with e visitle horizon ~ but not one of the
pial photographs taken en these Surveys showed a clear~<cut

Sionof four such pointsusually presents little

land serial surveys, but did not prove easy to

“Per the |eurvayof the Pomty channel, ‘the four contro]
GeeaeER

posiwesgenerally chosen fronfixed landwarks on the shore, with
ihe Teeweene
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“orthe Great Burbo survey, background control pointe
were again chosen from foreshore detail, either the Lencashire
coastline or the Seaward-facing Wirral coast showing the necessary

landmarks. Sear low water, the wreck of the “Denhan” and traces
of the wreck “Ulloa” wereavailable, but for adequate foreground
control at high water it was necessaxy to duvise soue other marks.

After examination of various suggestions, it was thought possible

that two of theDeck Board's floating marks, the Hock Channel Buoy

8-3 and the Crosby Channel Boat Beacon “Burbo”, might serve.

Agcoraingly, theodolite stations were set up on top of
the Gorsehill Water Tower at Wallasey, and in the sandhills near

Lensowe, some 10000 ft away. The movement of the floating marke was

followedby synohroneus observations from both stations, the timing

being cheekei by radio link,  Unfortunetely, at the time the

Department possessed only one Wild f2 thecdolite, capable of reading

to OL", andthe other station had to be occupied by a Watts 20" vernicr

instrument. Since ananglo cf 30" is subtended by an are of length

2 ft at @ distance of12,000 ft, the ebservations leck the precision

necessary to quote quantitativeresults, the motion of both marke

in the tidewaywassomewhat similar. the buoy B+3, of circular
—errslow driftup to ite mooring as the tide

pounded withanelliptical circulation, of about 4 f% uajor
Aptude, the major axis beingplaced normal to the stream.

oa | Beacon, of ldnigates plan fom, é@lao drifted against the

‘to itemooringas the tide made, but also seemed to ‘tack’
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from side to side sercss the stream, with similar auplitude, 1%
was ooneluded, however, that for the purpose of survey control,
simultaneous theodolite fogsat two-aimite Saterraic would give
positions not likelyto t :

   

 

  

 

   

 

  

ef agouracy quite &

Dera

the floating

2.08. a ’

the survey, @ policy 6 ang with two caneras on board

of one instrument would not waste

the Long~ewns.ted opportunity. The best results came from a Pairehild

(This instrunent was

opDingreins hogative on Poll film,

and had a £465 leneof Gh insBeceiMencts. re Williamson P.24
canera used gave pictures with better lofinition end wes easier to
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FAIRCHILD 20 CAMERA.

WILLIAMSON F.24 CAMERA.
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| exposuresware estimated by meter, but fer the majority of the

ridbi ‘Sheexposure tables publiahed by the file manufacturers
wereused, and proved extrenely weliable. A minus blis filter was

usedinan attempt to minimizethe effect of the ever-present haze.
in general, enisrgaments 15ine x 12 ina were made for rostification;
thie work, togethoxr with the development of theroll film exposed in

the eurvey, was entrusted to specialist firme, the necessary
equipment not being available at the University.

   TM ee Me

2609+ Before anyflying was done, it was found advisable to

selectfrommapsof thearea dikely control points lying at or near

to eee devel, and tolaycut on, say, a 1” map a suitable track for the

aireragttofollow. it was foundafter rectifying the Ciret

photographs thetforanaccurate Saphical construction to be

possible it was eesentialthat at least one of the four control

points should die in, the foreground of the photograph, and that it

wae ®greathelpifthe remmining three points were as far a8possible

from fa ngeolinear. piuiitess

> «Inselecting guitable landmarks for control points, it

nightperhapsbe mentioned that many such uarce shown on mariners'

chartsrelyonbeing silhouetted against the skyline (e.g. towers
andchurehspires),and these are frequently very difficult to see

fromthe air,or to distinguish on an oblique photograph. Marks of

distinetive plan shape and colour cotrast, such as road roundabouts,

 

    
tobe ideal for the purpose, The Rock Lighthouse and



| ned

potatos wate, algo wade ainixablecontrol points.the angle of
unobsts tea vision f20u tubercabin Sn the fonwmtéiseotion io
Linsted'oa tho field spel the Ds pellorcircle ‘and’ thewing atruts,

cat6theafroeatt headingaust,b8choven tobesuchttt an the

aizoraty. senches: ag potasbea which‘the photograph is be be taken,

they‘region. tobecovered,liesin the fieldof clearWision.”” ‘Ttwas

foundaacto.pleeugha trackeswoudeebie‘tho ess, allowing

| forphotographs from pt ‘Loast three &tffoxent dizeotionn to give the

iN necdnenny coverage,“and, angatinating the tine fo. the erbit, to

allow for at least waeminnea.‘shanee, which necessitated the aircraft

: nytag back on 3 rootpreeal’oourss:tor a short time to repeat the shot.

Thisonttitesetea Limit=thefrequency at which sets of

fines the least: vortient

 

  
   

  

  

  
c flight‘planis shown in Fig. 2.04. The

soovetremysoemelaborate, ‘but. 2, weefound extremely important
ee

that——of~_veDY ‘shouleYe: orgenised before the eircraft

  

  
  

  

The times at which sets Of photogrephs would be taken

AUK LEVELS fy ewes sua)eforchand; “in Best: “with ‘Toealtide) pre ictions;

 

fy Whiletpressure and wind conditions can affect 4ide

» their effect io meinly that of a uniform change
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Fig.

Ey. 2.0  

     

    

  
   

   
   

 

&,  Theodolite Stations.

——- Training Walls.

--~-—— Aircraft’s Track.

= Principal directions
of photographs.

oO Buoys, Boat Beacons.

Controls for rectification.

GARDENS, |
WATERLOO

DOCK.

SCALES

THOUSANDS OF FEET
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BANK LEVELS IN FEET ABOVE LOW WATER SPRINGS.
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workedoutforstandard conditions still give well-spaced contours

cogteure are not at the eves smpentet. tn general, these tinings

  

| Circumstances, evem though the

vore chosen oo give contours with ¢an average vertical intterval

of efe:Thenfloatingsare were used tor contre, these tines

were ‘nom = theground ourveyparties, 30 that observations were

onlynadevhilet photographs were being taken ~ the frequency at

whiehAtwaenecessary te repeat yonkings of horizontal angle to the

tronS2.was» auch thet to keep it up for more than a

 

In the£140plas, aiiowance haato be made in the eircraft to

return tobase betwoon ‘wn. sets of photographs to refuel, but lately

cn stzozat} gonerally sindlar to that weed has beome avatlabie

whiehiefitted with an othitionns fuel tani, which would enable the

ciseraftto2renain aloftfor oix hours without running the fuel
down,$»dangexouslydow level. Permission was sought to use

redio tor communication detwosn the adroraft in‘flight and the
ee

pouparties, >etne sets wore available to work on the allotted

iegumeee radiowas, however, used between the ground parties

x al conuunteation and for the eynchroniaation ef observations.

ining . ‘communtostionfrom the air to ‘the ground parties, it

f aipedient for the adstvets to leave (a0 vicinity whilst

; enna1eee, to give the ground parties

3 or ‘that they need not maintain their thecdolite observations;
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cnonranonystim40 Sate hytae eines we signee

 

@ils = Por ‘the Formby Channel survey, the rectification was
based upon theOrdnance Survey's Netional Grid system, grid
ordinates for the various control points being talzen fron laxge~

~scalemaps or calculated from Dec!: Board date, or established by
groundsurvey methods. forthe Survey of the Great Burbo for the

Book Boa, thesysten of co-ordinates in use by that Authority was

used,thissystem being based on @ true origin at the Water Tower

flagetaff, withexes ruming North and ast therefrom. This systen
hed themeritof being based upon the foot as the unit of length,

ratherthan the metric measurement used in the Yathonnl Grid. The
WaterTowersurvey station was 6 fixed bolt in the roof of the

structureand established by the Ordnancs Survey; its position in

beck Board co-orlinates was given. The socond station, on the

gandhilis, was difficult to establish, two station markers being lest

duringthe period of the observations; it was decided that any

furtherma |to be placed insuch loose sand would have to be

ma¢mush more massive, to withetand casual interference. the

position of the sandhills Station was established by conventional

eurveymethods, triangslatingfrom landeesice whose 200! oord

 



   
   

   

        

    

  

   

    

  

  

jos 4

dehAni ‘and was based at Speice hiltenets In order
that asfew opportunities as possible should be wasted, a wind vane
wasestablished upen the rook of the Department, with a serve |

repeater downdnthe Jeboratoxy, four floors below. ‘Thus when tidal
conditions were right, but thewind direction was adverse, @ sudden

change inthe winddirection could be detected imuediately, and, if
the change were favourable, it was found that the operation could

be mounted withinthe hour, tho limiting factor being the time it
tookfor the ground parties to occupy the survey stations at Wallasey.

In goberal,the courses laid owt prove! suitable, the
sole difficulty arising with the tuoy R~3, whieh had to be kept well
down dnthe foreground ofthe photograph in order to bo distinguishable
in the working enlargement; even then, it could eas: ly be confused

withan artifact on the negative under certain conditions of

2e13.— Whe method used for rectification is described in this
graph,and is an elaboration of a technique due to trorey‘”),

  aipointsbearing upon the process are dealt with in 2.14,
whilsttas‘is given the theoretical justification for the method.

0‘transfer @ ad square tien & map to an oblique

siotogenh,thefour control, points must be identified on both map

ondphotograph. It FU of assistance at this stage to reverse the
Potograh, fedcarry out the grophieslwort on the back; 4f this is
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through to the reverse side, and marked with a distinguishing

symbols A sheet of plain drawing paper is prepare, showing to sone

sealthe plan positions of the control points, ami the four’
conan of the grid square to be transferred. “rom each control

point an the plan, rays are drawn to the other contre] pointe and
to the corners @f the grid square, and produced both ways to the
limits of the drawing sheet; in omer to avoid confusion, it will

be found helpful to use different coloured inke for the rays from

the different control points. Next, ea sheet of kodatrace, several

inches wide and at least a0 jdong as the drawing paper, is prepared

by zuling upon it a set of several straightlines, j in or so apart.

The top line on the kodatrase is laid over tho plen so that i+

interzecte allthe raye from one of the controls to the other

contrels and the corners of the grid square {i.c. all the lines of

colour). “With aVéey sharppened? (8 of F for preference), she

intereeetions of the line en the kedatrace with the rays beneath it

 

are mashed. and sAamtitien, and the name of the control point from

whieh theso nays‘originate ia recorded noarby. Thies particular

phase of the operation ds iliustreted by the upper half of Pic. 2.95,

in whichthe kedatrace sheet is indicated by the hatched rectangle.

This process is repeated for rays from the other control

points, ening~ Penaining lines ruled on the kodatrace, until

oooh gyi comneb wi be defined by the intersection of at least

threemays. The kodatrace sheet, Snenes he This nennemy. OAL) serve

to rectify any number of photographs upon which the sane four control   



SreyHouse. So 2 Oo se

   
GrosbyBoat

© Beacon.

GROUND PLAN - with waterline boundary transferred from the photograph.

Power House.

 

 

Lrosby Boat Beacon.

   



  

 

if

Attention eannow be returned te the photogreph, which

sesaneniiits face dowawards, in the middle of a large sheet of paper
on @ drawing board. Thecontrol points are joined to one another

by lightpencil lines, which are produced in both directiona to the

limits of thepaper. The kodatrace is placed over the reversed

photographso that the top line on the kedatrace lies aoross the

poneil of raya from the appropri.te control point on the photograph

below, andite position is adjusted until the marcs for the

intersections of rays to the remaining three controle, put on the

kovatracefron the ground pien in the previous stage of the operation,

lie over ‘tho rays to the same three controls on tho reversed

photograph. At this stage, the marks corresponding to the rays

from thecontrol point to the grid corners are pricked through.

If the kodetrace be reneved, the corresponding rays on the reversed

photograph may be drawn; this stage is shown in the lower half of

Pige2005. ‘When this has been repeated for the dther control

polite, @ash QFid Gowner 4s defined by the intervestica of tires Sines,
ond the onderofaecureayin tho Grafting oan ve juiged Wy the sise

of the ‘eockea het’ resulting. 4% thie stage, al construction lines

 

nay be erased 'foen the back of the photograph, leaving only the four

orld«corners> visible. | :

 

_dtexamination of the disposition of the four grid points

will showthat, on the horizon obliques used in this survey, at

leastoneoftheperspective vanishing points can be located on the

. ndingmount, and this point is located.



Wz

t binazy cubwlivision of tha grid square is

sLiuetatied By 746.0.06, whore 4% wild be notion: that at least ong

of the vanishing potnts for the ategone: willalso lie en the photo
ox te mounts, Tho sub-division ean be taker to the mesh size
oaired==inthe ourveys described hepein the nosh wao of 500 4
cio foBthoGiset 12000 ft, with « funiher 4000 £% ar so of 1000 £2
boainthe Biciground, detadd dying within tiv megion botne wood

| iain Seen

  

=) ith the mesh constructed, the photograph Was removed.

iron ‘Atacbount, turned fece upwards, and the weterline boundaries show

on 4% prigked through te the reverse side. Again reversing the

photegraph, the outline of thess boundaries was sketched an, and this

detail transferred to tanarenes Ghart by proportional division
of the aesh equeree.

 

2elbe TAs Mis Liisae baw teen agentnet snr,

sis Junecure At mayve appropriate to aid a few notes about
details diseovered in theprocess of wectivying ame sixty phovographa

by themethed doveribed above. Probably moot dmportant to resort

is tye early departure fram the use of a single grid square, fra

mich themech within could ve interpolated, and thet Iying witnout

x %% was Zound that the inaocurscios inevitable in any

i:denies ewe tiagmizied to perceptible errors in the

y outside theoriginal square; in eonsoquence, for nost
auny99twelveor cixtecn points wore transferred te
\ Selected 10 de fairly neax to the photograph maxyins.

  

 

    

    



  

  
BINARY SUBDIVISION OF A GRID SQUARE.

defined by four corner points.

Establishment of central

longitudinal line.

 
wo

wR

0
¢

(b) Establishment of central : (c) Diagonal subdivision can be
latitude line. be continued until required mesh size has  reached.
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onde sonared that preotioniiy @llthe ouledivision was interpolative,

  ed in the preceding pieareah was thet for many cases, rays

treaan four control points had to be constructed, to resolve ili-

 

ssa boundaries onto the working chart, there were oveasional

ai si = sies in position between photographs taken at the same tide

cal but from different positions. In such cases, it was usual

to place the most reliance on that photograph which showed the
disputed detail in the foreground; next in omer of merit would

come detail shown in azimuth in the background, whilst e long way

behind in order of accuracy would come detail shown in elevetion

in the background (sines the azimuthal convergence is lesa than the

slevational).

 

the use of kodatrece is pecomsended by Trorey and is

ondorsed here; tracing Linen wes used in early work, but is

nothing like as stable dimensionally. It can be used again and again,

the usual Linit te its working life being set by the multiplicity of

penforations nade by pricking through for the grid ray intersections.

Tt was fount to be of paramount importance that a good atraightedge

should be used for the drafting, as it isconsidered that errors in

| " 3 Of the various construction lines are the nost fruitful

“soaeenofonrersTnthis survey, & Streightedge with a metal insert

 



  

Establishme of central

latitude line

 

  
 

BINARY SUBDIVISION OF A GRID SQUARE

defined by the four corner points &
the _mid-points of the two sides.

s
u

Diagonal sybdivision, as before. a]



 

ie

was used to minimize such errors. fhe process is purely mechanical

after the first fow attempts, but tends to be rather lengthy;

preparation of the ground plan and kodatrace may take about 14 hre,

whilst the rest of the construction on all the photographs with the sane

controls would take about another 1) hre for each, these times

being shortened with practice. The time taken to transfer the
detail from the photograph to the working chart depends, of course,

upon the length of boundary visible, an average being j hr, with

one man reading off the intersections of the waterline boundarics

with the grid lines, and a second man plotting on the chart.

The photographs obtained for these surveys lacked, in

general, that clarity which was desire:, and many false constructions

were Carried out, their falsity only becoming apparent when the

plotting ef the grid points showed impossible convergence and unlikely

horizon lines; for the Great Burbo survey in particular, as many

nen-hours were spent in identifying control points and on false

constructions as were expended in the rest of the graphical wori.

Specific credit has been given to Trorey for his outline

of the geometrical construction; the present writer can clain,

however, the conception and development of the binary division

nothod. :

| 2015. Phe perspective geometry upon which this method of

_ rectifieation 4s based ie given below; Figs. 2408 & 9 refer.
Pig. 2088 shows the projection of detail from the ground plane
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Summary of thesis presented for the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy by D. M. Clapp.

"TIDAL MODEL STUDIES IN LIVERPOOL BAY, with special

reference to a scheme of improvements for the

River Alt, together with an investigation of wave
attenuation in open channels."

The matter of the thesis is divided into five sections,

having as a common background the investigations conducted on

behalf of the Mersey River Board into a proposed diversion of the

River Alt.

Section 1 describes the project, and deals with the

construction and operation of the tidal model, which was provided

with a tide generating system believed to be unique. Model

performance is first compared with prediction from a simplified

theory: there follow computations of upstream water levels, gate

closure periods for the river in its diverted form, for various

river discharges, high tide levels and levels of the tidegate sill.

Some experiments were run with erodible material forming

the bed of the model at the proposed outfall; these showed that

for the channel to be stable, a training wall would be required

along the south bank, and suggested that a result of the diversion

would be to accelerate the present natural tendency of the Formby

Channel to fill. These conditions are supported by surface float

observations in the model.



Section 2 describes the aerial surveys carried out

in the Formby Channel area, and, under contract to the Mersey

Docks and Harbour Board, of the Great Burbo Bank. The Formby

survey was needed to provide data for the construction of the

tidal model, and the Burbo survey filled gaps in the Board's

knowledge of current Bay conditions; neither area could be

surveyed by echo-sounding, since there was still a danger from

mines.

The survey method used was to allow the water

boundaries on an oblique aerial photograph to represent a contour

line, to which (after referring the time of photography to tidal

records) a definite elevation could be assigned. Photographs

taken at all stages of the tide provided a series of such

contours over the spring tidal range (about 30 ft), and these

contours were transferred to a chart of the area. Both optical

and analytical approaches were made to this task, but the method

found most useful in these particular circumstances was a

graphical process based upon Trorey's construction, and this is

given in detail, together with a proof of the construction and

practical hints to aid its execution.

Section 3 gives a short description of the reflexion

technique used for measuring varying water levels at locations

remote from the model boundaries, and compares the method's

accuracy with that of two more conventional techniques.



Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to an investigation

into wave attenuation, Section 4 dealing with attenuation in a

sinuous trapezoidal channel of the form projected for the tidal

reach of the diverted Alt, whilst Section 5 is concerned with

attenuation in a straight channel of rectangular cross-section.

The effect of bank roughness, water depth and wave frequency are

recorded in Section 4, and are used to predict full-scale wave

amplitudes to be expected at the new tide gates. Section 5

contains what might be described as the preliminary phase of a

detailed investigation into wave attenuation in straight

rectangular channels; a theory is developed to account for the

effect of the side walls, and the interim results obtained are

compared with those predicted from the theory. In this phase,

the mean liquid depth was maintained constant, but the order of

the results suggests that this parameter has considerable effect

on the rate of attenuation. The viscosity of the test liquid

was altered by the admixture of glycerine, and the attenuation

was found to vary directly with the kinematic viscosity of the

liquid. Improvements in the apparatus for more extensive work are

adduced from the limited experience gained with this channel.
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"TIDAL MODEL STUDIES IN LIVSRPOOL BAY, with special

reference to a scheme of improvemonts for the

River Alt, together with an investigation of wave

attenuation in open channels."

The matter of the thesis is divided into five sections,

having as a common background the investigations conducted on

behalf of the Mersey River Board into a proposed diversion of the

River Alt.

Section i describes tho project, and deals with the

construction and operation of the tidal model, which was provided

with a tide genorating system believed to be unique. Model

performance is first compared with prodiction from a simplified

theory: there follow computations of upstream water levels, gate

closure periods for the river in its diverted form, for various

river discharges, high tide levels and levels of the tidegate sill.

Some experiments were run with erodible material forming

the bed of the model at the proposed outfall; these showed that

for the channel to be stable, a training wall would be required

along the south bank, and suggested that a result of the diversion

would be to accelerate the present natural tendency of the Pormby

Channel to fill. These conditions are supported by surface float

observations in the model.



Section 2 describes the aerial surveys carried out

in the Formby Channel area, and, under contract to the ilersey

Docks and Harbour Board, of the Great Burbo Bank. The Formby

survey was needed to provide data for the construction of the

tidal model, and the Burbo survey filled gaps in the Board's

knowledge of current Bay conditions; neither area could be

surveyed by echo-sounding, since there was still a danger ion

mines. A

The survey method used was to allow the water \

boundaries on an oblique aerial phetograph to represent a contour

line, to which (after referring the time of photography to tidal

records) a definite elevation could be assigned. Photographs

taken at all diane of the tide provided a series of such

contours over the spring tidal range (about 30 ft), and these

contours were transferred to a chart of the area. Both optical

and analytical approaches were made to this task, but the method

found most useful in these particular circumstances was a

graphical process based upon Trorey's construction, and this is

given in detail, together with a proof of the construction and

practical hints to aid its execution.

Section 3 gives a short description of the reflexion

technique used for measuring varying water levels at locations

\

remote from the model boundaries, and compares the method's

accuracy with that of two more conventional techniques.



Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to an investigation

into wave attenuation, Section 4 dealing with attenuation in a

sinuous trapezoidal channel of the form projected for the tidal

reach of the diverted Alt, whilst Section 5 is concerned with

attenuation in @ straight channel of rectangular cross~section.

The effect of bank roughness, water depth and wave frequency are

recorded in Section 4, and are used to predict full-scale wave

amplitudes to be expected at the new tide gates. section 5

contains what might be described as the preliminary phase of a

detailed investigation into wave attenuation in straight

rectangular channels; a theory is developed to account for the

effect of the side walls, and the interim results obtained are

compared with those predicted from the theory. In this phase,

the mean liquid depth was taeda constant, but the order of

the results suggests that this parameter has considerable effect

on the rate of attenuation. fhe viscosity of the test liquid

was eltered by the admixture of glycerine, and the attenuation

was found to vary directly with the kinematic viscosity of the

liquid. Iaprovenenta in the apparatus for more extensive work are

adduced from the limited experience gained with this channel.
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Suamary of thesis presented for the degree of Doctor of

Philosophyby D. M. Clapp.

"TIDAL MODEL STUDIES IN LIV@RPOOL BAY, with special

reference to a scheme of improvements for the

River Alt, together with an investigation of wave

attenuation in open channels."

The matter of the thesis is divided into five sections,

having as a common background the investigations conducted on

pehalf of the Mersey River Board into a proposed diversion of the

River Alt.

Section 1 describes the project, and deals with the

construction and operation of the tidal model, which was provided

with a tide generating system believed to be unique. Model

performance is first compared with prediction from 2 simplified

theory: there follow computations of upstream water levels, gate

closure periods for the river in its diverted form, for various

river discharges, high tide levels and levels of the tidegate sill.

Some experiments were run with erodible material forming

the bed of the model at the proposed outfall; these showed that

for the channel to be stable, a training wall would be required

along the south bank, and suggested that a result of the diversion

would be to accelerate the present natural tendency of the Formby

Channel to fill. These conditions are supported by surface float

observations in the model.



Seetion 2 describes the aerial surveys carried out

in the Formby Channel area, and, under contract te the Mersey

Docks and Harbour Board, of the Great Burbo Bank. The Formby

survey was needed to provide data for the construction of the

tidal model, and the Burbe survey filled gaps in the Board's

knowledge of current Bay conditions; neither area could be

surveyed by echo-sounding, since there was still a danger from

mines.

The survey method used was to allow the water

boundaries on an oblique serial photograph to represent a contour

line, to which (after referring the tine of photography to tidal

records) a definite elevation could be assigned. Photographs

taken at all stases of the tide provided a series of such

contours over the spring tidal ranges (about 30 ft), and these

eontours were transferred to e chart of the area. Both optical

and analytical approaches were made to this task, but the method

found most useful in these particular circumstances was a

graphies] processbased upon Trorey's construction, and this io

given in detail, together with a proof of the construction and

practical hints to aid itsexecution.

Section givesa short description of the reflexion

technique used for measuringvarying water levels at locations

vemote from the model boundaries, and compares the method's

accuracy with that of two more conventional techniques.



   
  

Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to an investigation

into wave attenuation, Section 4 dealing with attenuation in a

sinuous trapezoidal channel of the form projected for the tidal

reach of the diverted Alt, whilst Section § is concerned with

attenuation in a straight channel of rectangular cross-section.

The effect of bank roughness, water dapth and wave frequency are

recorded in Section 4, and are used to predict full-scale wave

amplitudes te be expected at the new tile gates. \ Sedtion 5

contains what might be described as the prolinsinary suens of a

detailed investigation into wave attenuation an straight

rectangular channels; a theory is developed to\account for the

effect of the side walls, and the interim passaseont are

  

yith thosepredictedfrom the theory- er phase,

‘liqu depth wes maintained constant, but the order of
  

the results suggests that this parameter has considerable effect

on the rate of attenuation. fhe viscosity of the test liquid

was altered by the admixture of glycerine, and the attenuation

was found to vary directly with the kinematic viscosity of the

liquid. Improvements in the apparatus for more extensive work are

adduced from the limited experience gained with this channel.
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Fig, 2.08.
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(plane I) through the perspective centre 5 - ise. the optical centre

of the lens system ~ to the film behind. Por the purpose of the

analysis which follows, attention will be directed to e plane ~ the

‘positive plane’ ~ which is the same distance in front of the

perspective centre as the film is behind it. Detail on the positive

plane (Plane II) is goometricelly similer to detail on the negasive,

but is reversed.

The normal from 5 through p in the positive plane to P

in the ground plane is the principal axis ef the photograph, p and P

being the ‘principal points' in planes I and Il. The two planes

interseet in the line QR.

G, and C, are two random points in plane de G, and oc

being their projections in plane II. 6} and C3 together with

the perspective centre 5, define a plane containing ec

2

1 and Cys

The line 6,¢, produced cuts Qk in K, a point which lies in both

planes I and II, and also in the plane containing Gas Cos G1) &,

and S. Hence o,, 6, and K are eolincar.

If plane II is rabatted about line Gk to lie in plane I,

Pig. 2208b results.

Pigs 2.09 shows the two planes rabatted as before, but

with more pairs of corresponfing points marked. kaye are drawn fron

6, @@,, cy G, and @, and, for the reason adduged above, these

rays intersect in QR similar rays from o, to ¢,, ey , and g

4 seeond transversal ¢'k' is drawn in the ground plane to cut the rays

from Gy.
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The Line KNis divided by M so that Ki is b, say,

whilet MN is a, Point L divides KN so that KL is @ and LN is co.

In @ similar wey, K'N' is divided by L' and iit into lengths a', b',

c' and d'. ‘The ratio a/b + ¢/4 is known ae an ‘anharmonic ratio’,

and it will be shown that a/b : ¢/d is equal to a'/b's o' fa’.

In the triangles “NC, MKC,

aee
¢

ang oar =sia
Likewise, in triangles M'l'c, u'K'¢

ai >t . cu!
and Sin. Hck’ ‘Sin RC

Similarly, it can be shown that

SinWOE ~ sinLie *

stewart

a
e

be
Seer*

a
e

DET

aeee.7 sin une)‘ Ig ain ier

which, since MNC-LNC and MKC-LKC are the seme angle, reduces to

Hecht

  



 

: * Jot em tts Bout. sin L'ck'
Sindlarly, of /a'~ ein M'CK', sin HCL

Again, the angle pairs CK - M'CK' and NCL ~ NCL’ are comuon,

a tf/ythenee S43 = 212)

4 Similar transversal Q"R" may be drawn in rabatted

plane II, and the seme proof will show that the anharmonic ratios

a/b + 0/4 and a'/o'sc'/a* are equal, thus follows

Sts= at or

of jdt ae

- Referring to the graphical construction described in

2913, the pointe ¢; ¢., 0, , and G in plane I represent the four
control points on the map, together with one corner of the grid

aquare, G, whose position on the photograph it was desired to

construct. The points @1% Co: °, and c, in plane II represent the

control points on the photograph. iy marking off the points of

intersection of the ray from c on the line drawn on the kedatrace,

transversal qtr’ is constructed; by superposing this same line on

the kedatrace over the corresponding rays in plane II, in such @

manner that intersections from plane I coincide with the respective

rays in plane Ii, transvereal Q"R" is constructed. ky pricking

through at L", a point on the ray e8 is defined, and that ray may

now be drawn. Ideally, two rays to g from different control points

would serve to define its position; in practice, three rays are

desirable te checkthe drafting accuracy, whilst in certain cases a

fourth must be drawn to provide a well-conditioned intersection,
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2016. Before settling down to use Trorey's construction,

some considerable time was spent in trying to find either a simple
analytical method of transforming co-ordinates on a photograph into

co-ordinates on the ground, or @lse to develop accurate optical

equipment to do the same thing. The analytical approach will be

dealt with in the next paragraph, whilet below is an account of the

apprratus used for the optical rectification.

A slide of standard size was made from the photogreph to
be reotified, and wae arranged to be projected, using a lens of

similex focal length to the camera lens, on to an inclined board

covered with drawing paper. On the paper wore marked , to an
appropriate scale, the plan positions of the four contrel points, and
the beard was fixed to a universal mounting. The intention was

to adjust the position of the inclined board until the four control

points projected from the slide coincided with the marked points

on the drawing paper. This attempt was abandoned, since it was

found that in order to obtain sufficient depth of focus to cover

the whole field, the lens aperture had to be closed so far that

the illwnination was too poor te reveal detail.

In @ modification of this system, the four control

pet Wied ‘wiiied dale she; which also carried a rectangular

grid system. The photograph was mounted on the movable board, the

intention on this occasion being to adjust the position of the

photograph until coincidences of controls occurred. This was found

to be an improvement on the previous method, but still was subject to
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the same difficulty in obtaining sufficient depth of focus together

with sufficient illumination.

The final arrangement of this apparatus used the seme

projector, but the slide marked with the rectangular grid was

carried in @ universal mounting in the foval plane behind the lens,

so that the angular setting of the slide could be altered to

introduce the required perspective distortion. the photograph “pon
which the grid was te be projected was mounted on @ board normal to

the axis of projection, and with this arrangement of the apparatus

the boardwas capable of translation along two axes perpendicular

to the projector axis, together with rotation about this axis, the
other degrees of freedom being taken care of in the universal

mounting of the slide carrier. With a rectangular grid on the slide,

Similar difficulties to those mentioned previously occurred,

i2lumination being reduced because a large proportion of the light

incident upon the inclined slide was reflected from the two
Simgiass surfaces, av the slide had to be mounted very obliquely

(at less than the critical angle). However, when a perspective

grid was constructed and transferred to a slide, it was found possible

by emall alterations in the position of the photograph and the

obliquity of the slide to arrange for coincidence of controls to

occur. 4t this stage, the grid lines could be marked on the

‘photograph from the image cast thereon by the grid on the slide.

This method was not put to extensive use, since it was found _

te nequire too much time to prepare the slide of the perspective  
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erid; also, as the apparatus was built up on the optical bench

used for the photo~elasticity apparatus, a space-frame of Dexion

angle, it was found to be very sensitive to oxternal vibrations.
The three photographs which were rectified with this equipment took

far longer to prepare, and gave far less accurate results than the

graphical process described previously - the want of accuracy
probably being caused largely by the loss of foous at the edges

of the image.

2017. This paragraph is devoted to an Cutline of the

analytical approach to the problem of rectification.

In Pig. 2410, P is the ‘principal <cint' on the ground,

sssumed plane in this analysis, and p the corresponding point on

the positive plane of the photograph. $ is theperspective centre.
‘Q is a point in the ground plane whose co-ordinates, measured in line

with and perpendicular to the camera axis, are n and t respectively;

q is the corresponding point in the positive plane, with co-ordinates

Xg¥o

height of S above the ground plane,
if

depression angle of eanera,
and focal length of camera, then

as’ Boog ¢ Sin Wels a see8> cor Tale 6)

by the sine rule. (2.01)

*
&

|

 

but sin =slmar 4 008 6 = porte

 



  

(28 : Fig. 2:10.
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b
or a = Satein d (sin dpvi—z. ~ 008 drt )
or n gin @ = arts a) (2.02)

Similarly for the srantverssco-ordinates,

PPS Secsctasay =f ot (a0) Ciena)
Substituting as before for sin 6, cos 6,

Pope H sin dort, - con aet.)

or z = £( £ sina ~y cos 4) (2404)

 

Comparing eqns. 2.02 & 04,

2 os (2
| In eqns 2205, x and y can be measured directly from

the photograph (the fiducial marke on the photograph defining p
exactly). In goneral, co-ordinates t and n, relative to the

principal point in the ground plane, will be unknown, as will the

depression angle d.

if three points can be identified, whose co-ordinates

aPG, BAY, (mys 1) > (mys t,), and (n,, t): and we know (¢, ~ t,)

(a, = 2) ete., we may write :

(ig Mg). =4
(t) = t,) B

(n,-n,) = ¢

(aoa) =4A+e
: (t,~%,) = B+D

n
o
n
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Using these substitutiona, eqn. 2.05 may be variously re-written

(%, ~ 2) = coseo oem = 72m)

or B = cosec agi +n,) ~ io (2406)

(n, -n,) = sina Gn “z yo)

or A= sina Cas + t) ~ det.) (2407)

Similarly, D = otsec a Gato + ns) “3 n,) (208)

GC = sind Zen + t,) - t,) (2.09)

oeFa +0 +n,) “> n,) (2.20)

(A+ 0) - sine Ga+y +t) -22) (2622)

In equations 2.06 - 11 lde 5 unknown quantities ~ n,, Ds

tos t, and 4, @ appearing as sin @ and cosec d..

in any photograph, two other variables must be taken.

into account; tho azimuth of the camera, affecting n and ¢ in the
ground plane, and 'roll' of the camera about its axis (i.e. slant

of the horizon across the photograph). In general, neither of

these unknown angles will be determinate by direct inspection.

heferring to Fig. 2.lla, it will be assumed that tho

photograph is taken at an angle to grid North. The point has
co~ordinates (n, t) relative to the origin at P and n-axis in the

Vertical plane containing the camera axis, and co-ordinates (n', t*)

relative to axes through P and parallel to the grid.
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Then n= hn! cose+ t! sing (2012)
t=t' cost =n!’ sina (2613)

Assuming the photogrpah to have been taken at an anglo

of roll , co-ordinates (x, y) relative to the photograph frame axes

may be related to co-ordinates (x, y) on vertical and horizontal

axes by similar equations, Figs 2ellb referring :

y= y! cosh+ x! sing (2614)
x= x' cosf —y' sing (2025)

These additional equations allow for solution by

multiple simultaneous equation techniques. This may be justifiable —

for one important photograph, but does not appear practicable for

the large number of photographs involved in these surveys. ‘The

graphical technique appeared te be the only practicable method;

though it is somewhat tedious, the process is largely self=checking

aml is capable of sufficient accuracy. Were the author required

to carry out another such survey under similar conditions, this

would be the method of choice.

218. | After the waterline contours had been transferred to the

working chart, the problem remained of assigning to these contours

their appropriate heights relative to the Jay Datum. Fortunately

for the Formby Channel - Taylor's Bank survey, the Deck Hoard

maintains a set of tide poles at the northern end of the Channel,

which are read at 15 minute intervals by an observer with a telescope

from the Lifeboat House on the shore. For the Burbo survey, no
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suohConvenient reference station exists, the nearest station
being the automatic tide gauge at Gladstone Dock. To give some

idea of the difference in level of water betwoon the survey ares
and Gladstone, the tidal model was used, the procedure being described

in 3010. It was found, however, that the differences were slight

(the greatest such difference being 0.6 ft), and, since all the

exrers were such as to show shallower water than actually existed,
they were neglected in the chart submitted to the Dock: Board.

2019 Reference has already been made te Pig, 2.01, in which

contours plotted by air survey and by echo sounding are shown in

& justaposition diagram; the general agreement will be noted.

Both contours are subject te error due to an

undetermined surface gradient between this areaand the tidepole —

station, and a further source of error exists in the nature of the

tidepole readings. These are made to the nearest | ft, and so aro

liable to randomerrors of t § ft. On @ gently shelving bank of,

say, 1 in 800, thie would produce random displacements of the

contour by + 100 ft. Beho~sounding contours invélve a further

source of insooursoy in this case, as they are, essentially,

intexpoleted: | the echo sounder provides, in effect, a series of

vertical sections of the sea bed, whilst the photograph provides
the contour directiy. On the other hend, the photographic

contours contain dnawitahy errors both from photographic distortion

and from the graphical construction; both these factors cause edge

detail to be particularly suspect, whilst the graphical gridding is
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particularly liable to error in the background of horizon oblique

photographs. Careful flight-planning can do such to eliminate

background difficulties, however, by arranging that all of the

area to be covered appears in or near to the foreground for at

least one of the directions of photography.

220. in the circumstances obtaining in both the areas

surveyed, there was no apparent alternative to some form of acrial

survey to enable up-to-date charts to be prepared.

The reasons for choosing to use low oblique photographs

in the survey have been given in 2.05, end it is considered that the

method wes probably the most suitable under the -ircuastances. As

® method of hydrographic survey, it has the obvious limitation that

it can provide information only for ground lying betwoon high and
low water springs. However, for shorelines bounded by banke of

soft mud, it is precisely this ground which is difficult to cover

by more conventional means, since it is inaccessible to walking

parties at low water, and even at high water the fear of grounding a

survey launch may be inhibiting.

4 serious disadvantage of the method lies in the need for

suitable flying weather to coincide with spring tides; Merseyside

is probably less fortunate than most coastal areas in this respect.

This requirement may extend the operation over a long period, so the

method could not be recommended in cases where a deadline has to be

net.
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The principal advantages of the method will be listed

Any eiroraft can be used as a camera platform, no

special mountings being required. For the Auster

airoraft used, hire charges averaged £3 ~ 15 ~ 0 per

flying hour. 4 fellow research student and member of

the University Air Squadron actei as pilot, but most

Flying Clubs woulda arrengs a pilot for such an aircraft

for a omall fee.

ho extensive capital equipment is required; any rigid

Camera capable of giving a negative of high definition

will serve. The camera used in this survey were bought

8% Surplus service material at much below the cost of

manufacture, as these instruments had become obsolete.

if the control points used in the rectification process

are fixed, the outdoor operations require only two men -

the aircrew. When moving marks are used as controls,

at least another two men will be required to man the

tracking theodelites, with, preferably, another twe men

for booking the results,

The reetification process - the longest task in the whole

operation — involves a simple technique which can be

aquired rapidly by any competent draughtsman.
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221. Whilst these surveys were being planned, enquiries were

addressed to the two principal British manufacturers of aero film

about @ supply of infre~red-sensitive material; it was considered

that such material would prove edvantagoons on two counts. Firstly,

as infrawred radiation is little obscured by haze, the greatest

single difficulty encountered, thet of industrial ‘anes’, would have
been eliminated. On the other hand, water on Setunveies photographs

reproducesas dead black, and the contrast marking the waterline

boundary would have been more clearly defined. Unfortunately, at

that time such material was not suitable for handling by non-specialists,

as it had a very short useful life (24 hrs), and had to be kept in

& pefrigorator until just before use. At the time of writing, it is

understood that & less delicate material has come onto the market, and

it is believed that this should be given 2 trial should similar

surveys be needed in the future.

2022. To concluded this section, mention will be made of the

technique used to map the top of the Great Burbo Bank. The first

photegraph of the series obtained showed an appreciable extent of the

bank tep uncovered, and it was thought desirable te leeate, as near

88 posaible, the actual bank summit.

Accordingly, using the Wild ?2 theodolite from the Wallasey

Water Tower at Gorsehill (at an elevation of about 250 ft), a series

of points on the water line wes sighted as the bank covered with the

rising tide, and depression and azimuth angles were measured for each,

together with the times of the observations. This process wes
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continued until the top of the bank was covered by the incoming tide.

To determine the height of the inetrunent above water

level, an initial sight was taken to the water at the base of the
hock Lighthouse, and the depression angle read; since co-ordinates
of beth instrument and lighthouse wore known, the height could be
computed by simple trigonouctry. The variation in water level with

tine was given by the Gladstone tide recorder, and henee redial

distancesfrom the instrument to the point of sighting were

evaluated as

(ht. of instrument above instantaneous water level)
x (cotangent of depression angle)

Readings were plotted on a chart carrying a 'polar' grid.

These observations, besides locating the top of the bank,

also confizmed the air survey results for the hicher water levels.
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Appendix 2.1

Plotting of movement of floating marks by simultaneous
theodolite observations

Pigs 2012 shows one of the plote of buoy novenents,

uade when the possibility of using floating marks as control points

for the rectification of aerial photographs was being investigated.

Instantaneous buoy positions are plotted directly on the

skew co-ordinates ruled over the field of the figure, tine spent in
the construction of this mesh being justified by the speedof the
subsequent plot.

The skew co-ordinatesrepresent, approximately, rays at
angle increments of 20" from each theodolite, the angle between each

set of lines being the mean angle subtended st the mark by the base line.
For convenience in gonstruetion, these lines are drawn parallel, the

slight convergence over this limited field being neglected. Spacing
of the lines of the mosh is determined by the distance from the
uean position of the merk to the instrument concerned, spacing for

20" of aro being

(distance to instrument) x tan 00° 00' 20".

The greatest sight distance involved was about 12,000 ft;

at that distance, O1' 4s subtended by about 4 ft. the Wila

theedolite, reading to 01" was used for these long sights; even

allowing for some error in pointing and hasty reading, it would be

surprising to findeny reading more than 06" out of true, involving

an error of co-ordinateof less than 6 ins. at the buoy. The Watts
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instrusent readto 20" by vernier, and here errore of 30" wust be

considered possible. ven on the shorter sight distances involved,

errors of co-ordinate of about 1.5 ft could ocour. The grose error,

found by combining these on the skew co-ordinatesdoes not exceod

4 ft, and the plot was deened sufficiently accurate for control

purposes.

it is believed that simultaneous cbhservations of the

movenent of such marks in a seaway by two Wild theodolites, giving ‘

much better definition of such movement than the arrangement described

above, might form the basis of an interesting research project;
\

unfortunately, the errors inherent in the use of the Yatts instrument

\
for the measurement of one of the base angles made the plota too 2

uncertain for serious investigation.
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3001. The method of determining water levels described herein

was developed by Mx. Whittington and the author for use with the

Liverpool Bay model deseribed in Section 1 of this thesis; for

certain of the tasks set for the model, it was desired to be able

+0 read the instantaneous water level at any specified position in

the model tank.  Cownonly, in hydreulic models, levels are measured

by means of immersion gauges, pointers, floats, piesoneters,

sapacitance methods or microscopes. Such methods all heave their

applications, but have corresponding disadvantages; for instance,

lack of mobility, menisousdifficulties, interference with the

flow pattern, or limited range. The method to be described uses

the water surface as a wibror to reflect the image of = vertical

iliwninated seale into a theodolite, where the elevation of the

surface may be read off easily against the instrument graticule.

This simpje idea is believed to be novel; it permits an unusual

degree of mobility of the gauging station, and does not involve the

imsersion into the water of any components.

3.02. The construction of the apparatus can be seen from the

two photographs (Pigs. 3.014 2). A robust vertical pillar at the

midpoint of one of the longer sides of the model tank supports @

stayed erm, consisting of a pair of “Dexion” angles back-to-back,

which can sweep over all the area for which levels may be required.

Clamped to, but ableto slide along, tho arm is a base plate

carrying a universal mounting, to which is fixed a vertical scale
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and a strip light, so shielded that the operator is shisided from

the dizect light. A theodolite stands on the floor outside the

tank

30036 For a level water surface, fig. 3.03 shows the essebtial

arrengesent. @f represents the theodolite telescope, set with ite

jine of sight at a depression angle 90: The illuminated scale és

represented by os, 5 being the reading om the scule seen under the

crosswires in the telescope. Referring te the figure,

mawk (3002)

where K is an additive constant solely dependent upon

the indté@al setting of the apparatus, and having the value

K = a, + B= A cot 8) (3.02)

For this particular case (level water surface), the most

convenient adjustment is to vary @ until K is sero, thus reducing

eqn. 3001 to H= $5. ‘This is carried out with a static water

surface whose level above datum may be moasured et any convenient

position at leisure, by means of a pointer gauge or microscope; 8

is then set so that the scale reading 8 is equal to 2H. ‘this

adjustment may not, however, be the most favoureble under conditions

in which the water surface is tilted.

3e04. _ Paige 3.04 shows the water surface tilted at an angle

to the horizontal, other symbols having the same significance as

before.

In the triangle TMO,

OM = (B= H)ten ©, whilst in the triangle ENO,
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RN = ON cotd

or (39 + y, ~ H) = A= (B= x) tan @ cotp

whenee S = H-y, + scot¢ - (B= H) tan e.cotd
H(1 + tan @.cot¢) = 8 tan B.coth = y+ A cotd.

introducing the perenoter K used in eqn. 3.01,

3 B(1 + tan @.cot¢ ) - cot (B tan @ = 44 ¥, tan @)
+ y,tan @.cot¢ ~e,

or 8 R(1 + tan 6.cot $) - 2K tan @.cot¢ + ¥,(tan@.cot? <1)
(3603)

if the water surface tilts, but H remains constant at

the gauging point, the shange in scale reading 45, found by

subtracting eqn. 3.01 from .03, is given by

AS = (R= ex + y,)(tan %.cot¢ = 1) (304)

In consequence, if the apparatus had been set up

initiallyfor conditions of level water surface, the error in

ngasurement of level AH occasioned by a tilt of the water surface is

(ots Shas 2 gas ee ox +9GEE -2) (3605)

3405. Obviously, when this technique is used to measure H, the

optical path is arranged to lie normal to the greatest surface slope |

(ar thie is possible), minimizing the error implicit in eqn. 3.05 above.

If this cannot be done, thesensitivity is still controllable; it
can, in fact, be reduced to zero for a particuler value of H, say

H =H, hie te done by mossuring the height of the sero on the
scale (y,) above the datum, and then adjusting the vertical angle

of the theodelite, ©, until the scale roading 5 is given by
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on ~ (2 +¥,)) sinoe, from eqn. 3.01

3S = 28- 2x, fron which, for this setting,

ee = (H+ y,) | on
The error eqn. 3.05 then becomes

AH = HE + (B +.) + xGES -1) - 0
Thus the sensitivity of the devices to slope is zero

when the water level is at 7. or work on the tidal model, ft was

chosen to be the mean water level.

3006. 4s @ set of numerical examplos showing the magnitude of the

error due to slope inherent with this device, four typical cases

will be presented in this paragraph. They are based on actual model

settings, in which y= 4 ins, and H is O, 1.6 and 3.2 ine et low

water, mid-tide and high water respectively. the surface slope st

half tide is 06', andfaces the instrument. eferring to the

dimensions in Fig. 01, in this case A is 45.19 ins and B 24.00 ins;

values of © have been computed from these dinensions.

The constant (22-2 ~ 1) may be expanded, since 4 = @ = 24,

co st (28 2) = (Aen 9G +tono-ten 26) _ 4)~ tan 20
oll + 29

f~ tan 2a

Now, since < «< 6,

me - 1) = tan 2a(tan @ + cot 9),

This approximation hae been used in the construction of

the summary at the end of this paragraph. =a
pt
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In setting 1, the theodolite vertical angle is set, quite
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arbitrarily, at 60°, Setting 2 is perhaps the most convenient,

sinoe here the vertical angle of the theodolite ia altered until the
scale reading 3 is twice the actual depth of water in the 2odel above
datum. In setting 3, slope sensitivity has boon reduced so that it
ia gero when H is 0, and in setting 4, the error is spread by making

the slope sensitivity zero for the mid=tide level, in accordance

with eqn. 3.06. Although the value of @ is given, it is not

essential to measure it in prectice; the values are put in for the

sake of completeness.

g =I

Gapirical Convenient zero dittoRenegiee setting setting slope at
sensitivity tide
at B= 0

Seale Reading found te be 2n QH<-y 2 = (H+y )8 2(H ~ 0,083) . °
Constant K 04083" 0 y= 2” 3+ y,)

‘ = 2.8"

Depression
Angle, © 60° 59°50"

=

3°30 65°04h"

Cy = 3) 0.0081  0,0081 0.0088 0.0091
r at R= 0 0.0155 0.0162 zero -0,0073

AH, inss atH=1.6 0.0220 0.0227 0.0070 sero
Ot H= 32 0.0285 0.0292 0.0142 60,0073

Setting 1 requires the measurement of a few values of H;

setting 2 requires the measurement of a Single value of H. Settings

3 and 4 require the measurement of a single velue of R, together

with the value of Yo ~ here @ convenient choice would be to set

T= H, and to adjust 3 to equal (m= y,)   
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36076 4& study of Fig. 3,05 will show that a rise of surface

level AH is accompanied by a horizontal drift of the point of

measurement of

If the water surface is tilted, this is modified to

A .

cos te 7) * (3409)

the negative sign applying when the surface is inclined

towards the theedolite, as in the diagram.

If the optical axis lies along the line of greatest

surface slope, accompanying this drift of the point of measurement

will be en error in height indication given by4SS-sns
If the theodolite is set up so that reflexion is obtained fron

the desired point when the water level is at its mean value —, then

the erroy due to drift wili be

- H) sin sina
cos (6 Fo (3030)

if, however, the optical path lies normal to the line of

greatest slope, the aritt of the point of measurement will be

(i + 8) tan @, and the error in height indication due to drift will

be were. i
: With the apparatue set up as in the munsrical examples

quoted in 3.06, the maximum drift of the point cf measurement is

1.6 tan 60° = 2.77 ins

For the sczle to which the model was built, this

corresponded to a drift of about 800 ft in the estuary; such a

adrift across the surface gradient would be tolerable for most
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whilst 4¢ could be corrected for if it lay along the slope.

3608.  ‘Eeamimation ef equations 3.01 ¢ 3 shows that a tilt in

the reflecting surface produces a change in the scale magnification

in the ratio

= Ma G82 ) (3ea2)

“The stadie intercepts soon in the theodolite field

of view vary in the wane proportion. Taking @ as 60° and « as 30’, |

as in 3206, there is a 2% increase in the stadia intercept for the |

tilted condition es compare:with that for e level eurfsce. It 4a

found, inpractice, thet this is about the Limit of resdability, ee

that even increseing the slope sensitivity of the devices by redueing

@ to, sey, 10° does not make it particularly sulted to moscure

ourfeee gradients directly. Where this property did prove useful

weg in detecting grees error in occasional cases where the water in

the mod@l tank was forced inte oscillation, producing large transient

curface gradients. This in turn eeused the image ef the scale

(Hoon through the telescope) te expand and contract rapidly, giving clear

warningthet any readingstaken at euch 2 time were Liable to be

in error. |

 

 

> om es neg poet estimate of the reliability of the mothod,

tvs Seate.wave Aevhecl,#8 whe VAIS Giitinten ‘sie Seapires wien

. Siaoe veadings. Unfortunately, whilst the repeated
<n : Beia taken, ali theese methods of observation showed 5
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slight but steady fall in the ourface level - probably due in part
to evaporation, and inpart to differential expansion of the daquid
and its containing tank.

In the first of the cthor two methods used to geuge the
water level, a pointer gauge was used. ‘he pointer had a spindle

Serewed with a © BA thread (of 1 mm pitch), and carried a dise at the
top which read against a vertical scales this disc was graduated

in ten divisions, thus giving direct readings to 0.lun, with
estimations to 0.01 mm. Contact with the liquid surface was indicated
electrically, as this was found to be slightly nore consistent than

relying upon vieval observation; for this purpose, the pointer was

connected to one terminal of an ‘avometer' ik. 8 set to its high
resistance range, and the other terminal was connected te a stiff

wire ring submerged in the water surrounding tho pointer.

For the second method a mierxoscope waa used, focussed on

Soue grains of fine sand ouspeated upon the surface film. ‘The

hoight of @ suitable flat gauging surface on the microscope body

above a fixed datum was measuredbysacsvornier height gauge, reading

to 0,001 im, Again, electrical sensing of contact was used;

contact between the height gauge and the microscope closed a low

voltage circuit and illuminated a small bulb.

AS & measure of the consistency of each method, the

Standard devistion ¢ of each is given in table 3 - II. Column 5

Gives the value of O as if the surface level had not fallen, whilst
columm 6 includes an allowance for a linear fali of level with time.

   



 
  

Instrument No. of “east indicated ‘orude' ‘adjusted!
readings @ount” fall in o o

level

eeae oe ee EOOAR a ab ae de ae te ek ee

Pointer 15 10 23 11 7
Microscope 16 25 59 a . 22

Theodolite 16 100 3 56 32

The results shuw, as would be expected, that the errors

increase with the 'least count’ associated with each method. It

will be noted that 211 methods gave a couparable value to the fall

in surface levels no one of these methods can be considered

reliable, as each has its own peculiar sources of error. for the

pointer gauge, no reckoning was taken of eccentricity or lack of

verticality of the spindle; the sige of the sand grains on which

the microscope was focussed was comparable to the fall in level,

whilst the least count for the theodelite method was greater than

the estimated fall in level. Yor consistency of readings,
therefore, the pointer gauge gave the best results, and the theodolite

the worst.

‘ | The second test to which ail three devices were subjected

was to mensure 5 relatively large fall in the surface level, the

mean resultsfor 15 to 17 observations by oach method being :
. H by pointer gauge 27473 na

27245 ian
E by theodolite 27651 nm
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The difference in the mean results between the nicroseepe
and theodolite readings is 60 mierons, less than the least count of

the latter device ~ this favourable result is partly due to the

seale magnification of 2 implicit with the theodolite method. The

large diserepancy betwean these twe results and the pointer gauge

ie believed to be due to pitch error in the commercial studding

used for the spindle.

3010. The purpose for which this device was developed was to

assist in tho interpretation of the air survey results desoribed in
the previous section of this thesis. In the survey of the Great

Burbe, some uncertainty was felt about the assignation of particular

levels to particular contours, sinoe, in contrast to the Pormby

Channel, there wes no local measurement of tide level to Give a

direct value. The nearest tide gauge, an automatic recorder, was

at the Gladstone Dock, about 4 nautical miles from the centre of

the area surveyed. Accordingly, a fixed vertical scele was

placed against the wall of Gladstone-Dock in the model, whilst the

vertical scale on the scanning arn was swung into position to

measure levels in the Rock Channel, between the bucys i-} and R-5.

In both eases the observing theodelites wore placed so that the
lines of sight lay roughiy normal to the direction of flow, thus

ninimiging errors due te surface slope. Unfortunately, no check of

these readings can be obtained from nature, but a comparison of the

phasing of the cycle in the Rock Channel with the published cycles

for Gladetone and for Hilbre Island (at the western end of the

seaward face of the Wirral), where another automatic tide gauge is  
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naintained, interpolated satiafactorily. Further enecuregenent was

given by the variation in the difference in level betwoon the Rock
Channel and Gladstone Dock with tide amplitude, which again was in

fair agreowent with what would bs expected; i.e. the difference
for a partjoular stage of the tide was roughly proportional to

tho t4dal amplitude. In the event, the corrections to the Gladstone
tide levels found from these investigations were not embodied in the

final chart sent to the Dock Board, since all acrial photographs for

this particular survey were teken on the ebb tide, and Gladstone

levels were therefore higher than those prevailing at the same time

in the Rock Channel. Omitting the correction thus introduccd a :

conservative error, showing shallower water than actually existed.

A further reason for not incorporating the correction was thet the

model at that time had been moulded to the pre-war survey of the

region, and it was obvious to the eye that considerable changes

had taken place, the effect of which upon those small variations in

tide level was unpredictable. The greatest difference in levol

observed in the model, and half-tide springs, was 0.6 model foet,

whieh is, of course, navigationally insignificant.

dell. No particular practical difficulties were encountered in

using this equipment that could not have been predicted beforehand,

but mention should be made of the importance of a clean water surface.

Tith the tide model, rust fran the pipe circuit and the radiator
grille at the sill tended to form islands of matt inclusions which

would drift to and fro with the tides. The passage of such a patch  
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of soum across the meesuring point would destroy the reflecting
surface for a few moments. it has been found, however, that tho
addition of a very small quantity of 'Tecpol' clears the surface of
such edditions. 4 second point found in gauging levels over
dxying banks is that the method faile as soon as the drainage from
the benk top across the eeaging point becomes Supercritical, as the
formation of small standing waves destroys the erstwhile plane

surface.

3012. In conclusion, a Sumary of the principal advantages of
thie technique will be given ;

(a) A pointer gouge, for the initial setting of

the device, may be installed at any Convenient location

in the model. c

(b) The illuminated seale can be mounted on a

Scanning arm able to sweep over as much of the model

as may be necessary. io grest elaboration eo needed

in theconstruction of this 8%, a8 the scale need not

be set at any particular level.

(e) Sinee there is no immersion of the Seale, there

is no disturbance of the flow of the liquid, nor do any

- meniseus difficulties arise.

(a) There is a scale magnification of 2 - which
ds modified by @ emall but caleulabhe amount when the

Surfeee slopes in the direction of the line of sight. 
The principal disadvantage of the method lies in the adrift  
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ofthepoint of measurement as the water level varies, whilst it

wait ches be adwitted that it is not easy to sustain a series of

readings continuously ever a long period. To oun up, it would

probably be fearto say that the method appeared to be the only

one practicable for the purpose fer which it was developed, though

it may be limited in application,
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Section 4 ~ The Attenuation of Waves in a Model Trapesoidal
¢ 3. Bed.

4.01. inspection of the map of Fig. 4.01 will show that the

existing Alt tidegates are well protected frou direct wave action

originating in the open Bay by a long, tortucus chamel, which is

bounded by high sand and mud banks. ‘The proposed diversion,

however, would result in the gates being much nearer to the sea,

whilst the straight tidal channel would offer far less resistance

to the transmission of waves.

In omder to gein & rough quantitative idea of the wave

attenuation to be expected, a simple model was senstructed to an

unlistorted seale of 1: 96. Three different conditicns were

teated

(4) A length of straight anceth channel

(44) A length of smooth channel containing a pair of

45° reverse bends, and

(i444) The sane channel with artificial roughening on the

Outside sloping bank of each bend.

4002 Fig. 4.01 shows the layout of the proposed ‘new cut’

directed into the Formby Channel, three different orientations of

the seaward end of the tidal channel being shown, and denoted by

I, Il amd ITZ. he leboratory model, shown in plan in Fig. 4.02,

veprodieed Course 11, this disposition being the only one which

would 7it seumententy in the space available. To the seale

adopted, this layout placed the tidegstes rather far inland; in

nature they would perhaps be closer to the landward edge of the
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dune ridge.

Pig. 4.010 shows the relevant sections through Taylor's

Bark and the Forwby Channel, and @ comparison of the three courses

wapked shows that

Course I, discharging roughly North-west, faces into

the flood tide, and is unshielded from deep water in this direction.

' Course ITI, discharging roughly South-west, runs into

the ber currently being formed at the sonth end of the Poruby

 

Channel. Whilst not so open as course I, this direction is not

well protected from waves entering the Poraby Channel from the

South-west.  Gourse II enters the Formby Chanrel alacet

perpendicularly, and is susceptible to direct wave action only

when the protection of Taylor's Bank has been overrun.

Conditicns simulated in the wodel were the coincidence

of high water springs with low barometric pressure, causing the

water level to reach a peak of 35 ft above Bay Datum. This

condition would result in a clear depth of 14 ft of water over the \

ridge of Taylor's Bank, together with about 30 ft at the moeting

place of the ‘new cut’ and the Formby Channel. In these

a 

  

    

  

circunstances, trains of waves, generated by gale force si winds,

would cross the crest of the bank, sweep sercss the Formby Channel,  and enter the river mouth. As each wave edvanced up the channel,

at each side, as the sloping bans emerged above water, the wave

would break, leaving an unbroken wave travelling up the deep water  STSTS
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in the middle of the channel. At Buch @ stage of the tide, the

moan water level would be such that the channel was submerged

alnest up to the first reverse bend.

fo study wave damping, « natural ox undistorted scale

is necessary. The scale of i + 96 allowed the full channel width

to be accommodated on a series of 3 ft wide asphelted trestle

tables, and thus raised to a convenient working height. The

various derived seales for the model wore as follows ;

Velocity 96", or roughly 10

Tine 96%, or roughly 10

Prequency 90°? oe renahly 6.1,

these being consequent upon the requiresent of a common

Froude Number (S)-

4-03. The model tidal channel was constructed in canent

uortar to the idvalised profile suggested by the fiver Board, and

shown in Fig. 4.03. fo produce this profile quickly and evenly,

the work of laying the channel was divided into stages. Initially,

the flat bed of the channel, 20 model feet in width, was laid

between parallel shuttering set at tho required bed slope. Whilst

this was setting, further shuttering was fastened to the sides of

the trestle tables to such a level that offsets from it to the channel

bed lay et the design slope of 1 on 3, and much of the volume to be

filled was packed with ‘pluae' - either old concrete tost cubes or

large pebbles. In the final stage, more coment mortar was placed

between the bed and the side shuttering, and struck off plane by a
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Section of proposed Alt tidal channel.

FigbOha

Wave generator
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template guided at the bed by the concrete base, and at the outside

edge by the side shuttering. Finally snoothing was effected with

& plasterer's float.

4t the seaward end of the model channel, a simple wave

generator was installed. “ssentielly, this consisted of a wooden

paddle which was oscillated by a connecting rod driven by a geared

electric motor; the layout is shown diagrammatically in Pig. 4e0dc.

Avrangeaents were made to pivot the paddle at various depths, and

the wave amplitude was varied by altering the throw of the motor

erank. The mechanism was mounted on a teal: box, which in turyn

was faired into the trapezoidal model channel. Power for the

motor was supplied at 24 v de frou batteries boosted by a eharger

unit, and the moter speed was resistance controlled.

The tangent portion of channel joining the two reverse

bends was made from a folded stecl shest; it was anticipated that

it might be necessary to inerease the angle of skew in order to

obtain sufficient damping of the wave train, and it was thought that
this prefabricated section might save time in the reconstruction.

4s it happened, no such work proved necessary, ac the bend as initially

laid was found satisfactory. The bends were moulded by hand, and

were faired into the straight channels by eye, being checked by

atriking ares from their respective centres of curvature. This

part of the conerete was made shallower in depth, and of a weaker mix,

to facilitate breaking out later. In all moulded work, it was

found to be particularly important to avoid even small surface
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discontimities, sinee these affected the wave profile in passing

by @ perceptible amount.

Simulation of 'rip-rap' on the bends was wntontes by

using curved strips of roofing felt, which had previously been

given several thick goats of bituminous paint. As acon as the

last coat had aterted to axy, a layer of granite chippings was

spread over it, rolled into the tacky paint, and allowed to set.

After drying, this formed a portable standard rough boundary; to

the model seale, the chippings would correspond to rough pitching

of about 12 ins mean cube size, such a material being available
locally as slag from copper refineries. ‘hese mats received

considerable handling during the course of the subsequent

experimental work, end were found to be very serviceable, few of

the chippings breaking their bond with the bitumen.

Measurement of wave amplitude wes made by edjusting a

pointer geuge until the wave crest just touched the tip of the

instrument. The pointer, a needle silver-scldered into a 0 BA

screwed brass rod, could be read to O,lum. In fact, however,

variations in the amplitudes of successive waves were greater than

this.

Wave frequency was measured by timing the rotation

of the paddle over a eufficiently long period to enable the required

accuracy to be obtained by step-wateh; for setting-up purposes, a

calibration chart, showing motor volts against speed for various

depths of water was drawn up - this was not, however, accurate

enough for test purposes.
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Wave celerity was measured by timing the edvance of a
particularwave crest over a long measured atraight portion of the
channel. Wave amplitude upstrean of the bends was meacured using
& thin transparent role, @ipping in the water in the centre of the
channel, subsidiary measurements et the sides ef the channel being

nade with similar rules resting on the @loping walla, giving

& 3% 2 megnifieation directly. wo upstream stations were

arranged, one on either side of the Upstream bend,

4s the critical condition for wave action would occur
when the tide was high and the tidegetes closed, the presence of the

getes was simulated by « blenk barrier at the upstream end of the

channel.

4504. At thie point, it is perhaps opportune to mention the

jistification for using the Proude criterion in the choice of scale

described in 4.03. In particular, sone investigation hed to be

made into the possible effect of surface tension on these waves,

whose characteristics, by virtue of the 1 : 96 eoale, will differ

markedly in model and prototype.

Por 4 train of waves of cscillation, it will be shown

in 4.08 that the celerity co can be expressed by

oe = (& » 25) tan Sh (4.02)

where » = wevelength, ft,

& = grevitational acon.,  ft/seo"
C = liquid density, alug/te?
T = surface tensicn, 1b/tt |

end h = mean water depth, ft.
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The parancter n = 2gh wili be introduced at this stage,

for eonvenience; likewise the hyperbolic tern (RL will be

written aa f(n).  Uquation 4.01 then @laplifies to

2a Taof = (+)tam 2

whenes c= tiscali £(n)
he

2.= (n+ EF. en), (4402)
w being the liquid specific wt. in 1b/ft?

Squation 4.02 enables the relative effects of gravity and

surface tension upon the wave eelerity to be assessed. The

correction to be wade for the effect of surface tension will be

negligible if is is mmch less than h; for water at room

temperature, taking T ae 0,005 1b/ft and w as 62.4 10/ft>, the
ratio £ is 0,80x 10%, ror the surface tension tern to equal

lf of the gravity term in eqn. 4.02, 100é hy substituting for

<, (n/a)* = 0.80 x 10*
whence h/n = 0.089 ft = h/2nh

and > O= «(0,082 x2 x12 ins = 6672ine.

This wavelength corresponds, approximately, to the

shortest tested in the channol. In no case, therefore, would

surface tensien be expected to cause a ‘scale effect' srror of more

than 1f; for the majority of the tests the error would be less

then this.

Within the limite of error implicit in the foregoing,
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eqn. 4602 will be contracted to

© > (gt)®. ¢(n) (4403)

The function f(n) is shown erephically in Pig. 4.05

in terme of n (= 2wh/r>). It will be noticed that this funetion
tende to @ limit of 1 as h/\ , and thus n, tends to sere, this

resulting in a further simplification of the celerity equation for

deep-water waves to

cs (gn)® (4.04)

4205. At the outset of this investigation, no inforsation was

available concerning wavelenyths or frequencies likely to ocour in

the protetype. Fortunately, soveral of the aerial photogrephs

taken for the air surveys described in section 2 of this thesis

showee waves in both deep and shellow water in the hay, differshtial

reflection from the sleping water surface showing even shallow waves

quite clearly, and measurements on verious photegraphs revealed

swell waves of various lengths between 100 and 200 ft. Wash waves

generated by passing ships were alse measured on the photographs,

these being of shorter length and higher frequency. It was

unfortunate that no records were available for storm weves, such

weather being unsuitable for flying light aizeraft, but these waves
de serve to indicate the order of frequencies to be expected.

Yo mupplenent the somewhat scanty local information,

stn6 theoretical and empiricel seurces were consulted.

Por ocean waves (i.e. in water so deep that the ratio

of static depth to amplitude is large), VYauchan corntan’?) records
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_ Wavecelerity ¢ = O.8v | (4205)
_ Wave amplitude a = 0.477 v (4006)

Wave froquency f = 6,4 v7 (4407)Javelengih X= 0.224 y? (408)
All the foregoing ere in ft, sec unite, and v dis the

wind speed. San. 4.06 refers to & limiting condition onlys in

enclosed waterssuch 2a the irish Sea, the relatively ahort ‘feteh'
will restrict amplitudes to values below those given by the

equation. )

Por the design of the model wave generator gearing, it

was necesery to have some idea of the full seale fr‘equeney

expected: using eon. 4.07, for wind speeds of 30, 60, and 90 aph,

waves of froquency 8.72, 4636 aad 2091 cycles/simite respectively

would be generated, with wavelengths of 240, 9790 and 2180 £¢.

By way of confirmation of this order of frequencios, waves 315 ft

long, of fvequenay 78 ofain, have been observed in the Duluth

Canal, under a 27 mph wind, with » fetch across Lake Superior of

about 00 niles.

: Obviously, the longer waves could not be expected te

maintain thenselves in shallower woter, but it would be desirable
to entieipate eccasional low frequency waves. Accordingly, the

lowest Spoyemnay tented in the model corresponded to about 3} o/uin.

in nature.

ith regard te the wave smplitude to be expected, less

casistance ean be expected from the literature, and the offshore

“conditions ecmpitente the position. ‘uch of the Bay isa relatively
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shallow, but immediately opposite to, and aligned towards the
proposed debouchure of the new cut, is the deep water channel
giving asecess to the port, In this channel, with an abuormal
high water of, say, 35 ft above Bay Datum, an average depth a

water of 60 ftwould exist over a 3000 ft width of channel, with

@ depth of 90 ft over that portion of the channel buoyed for

shipping. : Bagno1a!?? has noted a tendency for a pure wave of

oscillation to ‘break' when its amplitude excesis i/7 of the meah

depth ==howe maaneas's auplitude is net the conventional aaplitude

used in denoribing wave motion in other branches of engineering and

physics, but either ‘the difference in level between the crest and

the trough out at sea' or ‘the difference in levei between the

erest out at sea and the level of the lowest exposed beachline

imsediately in front of the advancing wave, ' (Note, however, that

the amplitude referred to later in this and the sucewscing section

is the difference in level between the crest and the sean water level,

the dimensions actually messured. This definition coincides with

the generally avcspted meaning for a pure wave of oscillation.)

Gieon”?, however, records : ‘As deep sea waves approach a

shallowing heash, the orbital maction of theix lower particles is

cheeked, they partake to an increasing extent of the nature of

waves of transiation, ani finaliy oreak when the depth of water is .

little @ore than the height of the wave’. In view of these

authorities’ pronouncosents, it would be conservative te envisage

waves of oscillation of iz ft from trouch tc crest sweeping eeross  WS 6 ninediatiaaaatenNNeUaeReelrt akehee
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the submerged ridge of Taylor's Bark, here being transforued in

the shallower water, but not necessarily breaking before reaching

the desper water of the Formby Channel and the mouth ef thenew

out.

A! second tppe of wave ection +O b® Considered is that

from the wake of passing ships. ere the condition is assumed to

be that of a wave of transmission of amplitude 4 ft, which in

deep wateris soon transformei into a wave of oscillation « this

transforaation can be deteetad in aerial photographs from the

change of dirseticn of the wave front after leaving the ship's bews.

Tn water of 50 £t depth, such a wave of oncillation would have a

celerity of 42 ft/s (from eqn. 4.04) and a corresponding frequency

of 66 cfain; this information is based on a wavelength of 38 ft

nessured teen an aerial photograph of a ship's wake, together with

the basic relationship between oolerity, frequency and wevelength :

oz £X (4.09)

These waves differ from natural waves by at least an order

of magnitude in their frequency; as might be expected, they would

not appear te constitute any serious danger te the gates.

4406. Sttention was next turned to an investigation ef the

type of Waves geherates by the paddle in the model channely in

particular, wave oelority was measured for four different mean

agin of water, pa eoapere., With the evievity calculated for both

waves of Cichisiie ami of oscillation (a theereticel treatment

of beth these waveforms is given in the succeeding paragraphs).
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Wave velerity washeasured by timing the passage of a wave crest
between two marks on a long straight stretch of the channel, using
a stop-wateoh reading to i", the mean of severs) readings being
vaken for each depth tested. ‘the experinental rasults ere given
below in Table 4~-TI, together with the theoretiea} velocities for
ywevea of tranamiesion ané oscillation. he final solumn contains
a rather arbitrary parameter <- the ‘percentage sransmission', which
will be defined below ;

PABLS 4-1

E Wave Gelerities, ine/sec Ls ginches ¥,., Youp : Vees & transmission’

202] eS va, Med 23.2 3040 152683 31-2 28.4 2364 302 32
3089 33-2 28.5 27-0 4.12 24
3578 35-4 31.6 25.4 3466 48

In this table, the aynbols have the following

significances : :

H = maximum still depth in the model channel, ins.
x = ¥ave amplitude, crest to gean devel, ins.
ee = theoretical celerity of transmission weve, ins/sec.

Veep= measure: wave celerity in model channely ins/see.
Node¢ = theoretical oslerity of oseiliational wave,

ins/sec.

it will be noticed that in aenry instance the meagurcd

colerity lies somewhere between thas which would be expected were

the wave Purely osciliatione) and that Corresponding to a pure wave

of transmission. ‘the ‘percentage transaission' oolunn in the
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fable is given by

vy «f :fage transmission = 100 ( joa ) (4210)
tr oBG

~ implying a linear variation in selerity as the wave

of treénemission transforms into a wave of oscillation. These

quite arbitrary results are shown Graphically in Pig 4.06; the

curve has been extrapolated to show zero oscillation at Bere

depth (H/K = 0), and full oscillation at either infinite depth or
sero amplitude (H/K = © ); the actual limits will be narrower,

but are believed to be indeteruinate,

407. The usual derivation of the celerity of a wave of

tranemission is given below, using an approach due te Gibson")

4 wave of transmission is envisaged in a stream

moving at constant speed u in the opposite direction to that of

propagation, such that the wave is arrested. The depth of the

undisturbed stream is h, and the wave crest is elevated a further

distance @ above this level.

Equating the total energy of the liquid at its surface

for sections A= A and 2 = B (Pig. 4.07),

2 2
(h+a) +3 + p, = h+3 + Py

If it is assumed that the velocity is uniformly

distributed over the depth, the continuity equation yields

v(h+ a) =< uh, whence v=
  

e
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neeghee this value in the energy ne

2 eha= wa = (Py?) 2 ae8)

ge: + .ees a— (4012)
hea

if h is large compared with a, this may be

approximated to

w= 2e(h + a), * (4012)

and, if h is very much larger than a, this simplifies

to u = 2gh (4613)

if the same wave is imagined progressing in still

water, u would give the rate of advance of the wave crest, or

4.08. Por the case of & wave of oscillation, the approach

of ithowmdnedn''”) 0421 bo used:

If the displacement of the free surface from a mean

level is defined by s = f(x,t) , taking the moan free surface as

the axis of x, then @ wave of oscillation, or simple harmonic

progressive wave, is one whose form may be written

8 = a sin (mx = nt), (4014)

& being the amplitude of the motion (in this case again,

mean level to eorest), and m and n other parameters independent of

x or t.

If eqn. 4.14 is rearranged

8 = & sin a(x = =, (4015)
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it oan be seen that this represents a wave whose profile is

given by 8 = & sin ox

noving in the positive direetion of x with celerity

e¢= nfo (4016)

At any constant value of x, s is cyclic repeating at

intervals given by n'= 273 thusT , the period, and f, the

frequency, are given by

Tz i f.2- = (4017)

The wavelength, or distance between successive crests,

denoted }, is the distance travelled by one crest during the

period of the motion, so

o=* (ef. 4.09) (4018)

Consider wave motion of an inviseid liquid contained

in @ channel at a mean depth h, the channel being of unit width

and Stindte length in the direction of the axis of x (Fig. 4.08

refers). Taking the origin of co-ordinates at the channel bed,

the vertical co-ordinate of a point on the free surface is given

by y= O+h, (4919)

and, since h is constant

eR
Denoting dy/at by v, and 3x/3t by u, this may be

—— v= foe ge. (420)

Bow, if a ie small compared with?, (ise. the wave is

long and shallow) 9%s/2x will be omall, and it will suffice to say
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ve $8. (4022)

introducing the strwan function ¢ , v may be replaced

by x » and oan. 462] becomes

x = 5 (422)

The complex potential w is given by

w= P+ gh, (4-23)
4 being the velocity potential, and j the operator J-! .

In order to satisfy eqn. 4.22, a trial solution of

w= b cos (mz = nt) (4024)
will be examined, the complex funetion s being given by

B22 x + jy. (4025)

Expanding eqn. 4.24,

w= b cos (mx + mjy = nt)

= b eos (mx = nt).cos mjy ~ b sin (mx = nt).

sin mjy

Writing cos mjy = cosh my, sin mjy = j sinh ay,

w= »b cos (mx = nt)cosh my ~ jb sin (mx ~ nt).
sinh my

(4626)
Squating imaginary parte of w from eqns 4023 and .26,

and ienmttnd the value of y = h for the mean level,

Y= «b sin (mx = nt).sinh mh (4027)
Differentiating this partially wet.t x,

x = «bm cos (mx = nt). sinh wh:

Differentiating eqn. 4614 wer.t. t;
a
fc = “an cos (mx = nt).
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Equating these from eyn. 4.22

“an cos (mx ~ nt) = ~ba cos (mx = nt).sinh mh

whence b= sao

which, since ¢ = n/m from eqn. 4416, enables eqn. 4.24 to be _

re-written
w= ear + G09 (ma = nt) (4028)

This equation states the kinematical condition at the

free surface.

The next condition to be satisfied is the surface

condition. For a free surface betwoon liquid and air, a surface

tension of T/unit length exists, and this affects the pressure

just outside and just inside the boundary. oferring to Pige 4.09,

the sketch shows an element in the surface, of unit width normal

to the paper, of are length®50; kk is the radius of curvature and

$6 the small angle subtended at the centre of curvature by the

clement. the pressure Po? corresponding to the outside atmosphere,

may be considered constant over the small intervals of time that

are involved, whilst pressure p represents the pressure at a point

just inside the suriace file.

Resolving forces normal to the film,

Pk 86 = af sin 350 + pRs6,

whieh, as ® is small, approximates to

~ a
(ep, p) Gat x

is negligible inw
ePor slight slopes, where

comparison with unity,
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R= Slee
a*s/ax*

and hence (p= p) = T 35/ax" (4429)

In an irrotational motion whose amplitude is emall

enough to neglect the (veloeity)* terms in the energy equation,

p may be written

bep= (€36- es) + constant.

This constant term may be included with the constant

atmospherée pressure Py thus :

Po Poe e(Be ~ es) (4030)

Combining eqns. 4.29 and .3,

%¢ - e
a -@)= 24 | (431)

If eqns 403) is differentiated w.r.t. %, rearranged,

and 32 replaced ty 3%, it may bo re~writton

tpn» Fee Lets, we (4-32)

faking the complex potential w (= 6+ ) as being

’ given by eqns 4628, egne 4¢32 can be expressed, for waves in water

of mean depth h, by

noosh mh = g(=m sinh ah) + Xa sinh wh) = 0

whence a eighh a+ tanh mh.

By combining eqns. 4.16, .17 and .18, parameter m may

be replaced by | m= a ;

enabling eqn. 4.33 to be converted to the form quoted in eqn. 4.01.

This ean be simplified iter the special conditions mentioned in

paras 4604.
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4009. Results were recorded for a range of frequencies

corresponding to full-scale values of from 3, to 5} ¢/min in

considerable detail, with less detailed studies of frequencies up

to 20 fain. Saximwe depths in the trapezoidal channel varied

from 18 to 30 ft in the natural soale. Sy varying the throw of

the paddle crank, waves of amplitudes between 4 and 12 ft in

nature were generated, and their amplitudes measured before and

after the bends ae well as along the straight length of the

seaward channel.

The results were found, by means of logarithmic

plotting, to show that the ratio of wave amplitudes upstream and

downstream of the double bend varied as the fifth power of the »

frequency and inversely as the depth of water to the power 3

this is shown graphically in Fig. 4.10, in which the damping

factor is plotted as a function of 9973/2 for the double bend

with and without the additional roughness of the riprap on the

‘faces making angles of less than 160° with the initial direction

of the generated wave. It will be noticed that at low frequencies

some departure from linearity is obvious; this was expected at

the time that the readings were taken, as reflection of the waves

from the closed end of the channel resulted, at very low frequencies,

in the formation of stationary waves. keadings taken under these

conditions were solely dependent on the positions of the gauging

stations relative to the nodal points. fortunately, at the

higher frequencies tested, this effect was not perceptible.
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A sintiar phenosonen is apparent in niture on the Alt;

iswibe dealt with in an appendix to this section.

The damping factor for rough bends, smooth bends, and

@ comparable length of straight channel is shown on the logarithaie

plot of Pig. 4.11, for full-scale depths of 15, 22) and 30 ft.

Using these results, Table 4 ~ II below gives the damping factors

and the wave auplitudes te be expected et the gates. The wave

suplitude at the beginning of the double bend is assumed to be

14 ft, and the mean depth of water rt. ne ae ant, Oe

frequencies of 4, 5 and & c/ain in nature.

TABLE 4+

iiough bends Smeoth Bends Straight—_ Channel
Db amp'de DB aap 'de D amp 'de

4e7 300 202 604 il 1267

11.2 123 4eT 360 1.4 16.6

8 102 Oed 37 O.4 202 6.4

Although the data collected for the purpose of these

tests showed the normal wave frequency to be expected to be around

8 c/ain for natural waves, with wash waves of far higher frequency,

it is suggested that it would be conservative to base the design

of the tidal channel on a frequency of 5 ¢/min. The very long,

deep-water waves ( fe3 cfain, = 2000 ft) would not be expe:ted

to survive the pessage across the relatively shallow Bay without

considerable modification. Por the frequency of 5 c/ain, it
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will be seen that +

(a) & straight channel 1000 ft long and with smooth

sides would not Serve to damp the wave train

sufficiently,

(b) & snocth~banzed double bend would recuce wave
amplitudes from the dangerous to the merely

Spectavular, and

(e) @ roughmned bend would reduce wave amplitudes to

insignificance.

With regard to conolusion (c), if the roughness at the

bends were to be mate ineffective by a number of years' deposition

of gilt, conclusion (b) would still apply. Actually, o similar

bend on the existing Alt, stabilised with Slag, has maintained its

roughness very well over the years. ¢ is suggested that this

may be for two different reasons :

(4) Phe pitching is on the outside of the bend, where the

natural scour is greatest, and

(44) 4s the elevation at which the roughness is needed is

well above the normal low water level of the stream, it is alse well

clear of the river's bed lead, which, if deposited at that section

at all, would be expected to fall out lower down the slope.
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endix 4-1

uency waves the Alt tidal channel.

An examination of the tide curve taken at the downstream

side of the Alt gates (Fig. 1.21, p.67) shows that after the rapid

ride in level immediately before high water, a series of waves of

very low frequency and small amplitude surge to and fro in the

river channel, until the ebbing tide damps them out.

Only two days were spent in observing these levels, so

the data is rather incomplete; on both occasions the amplitude

of the long wave was of the order of 0.1 ft, and the period at

high water (averaging over 10 cycles) was 252 secs. At this time,

the mean depth of water in the channel between the gates and the

sea was about 15 ft.

It is believed that this oscillation takes place in

the length of impounded water between the open sea (which, at high

water, reaches to the river bend immediately south of the Range -

see the map of Fig. 4.01) and the closed tidegates, the wave being

reflected back at each end of its travel.

Examining this idea in terms of the data available, the

celerity of the wave would be roughly (32.2 x 15)8 or 22 ft/sec;

the path length, reckoned to the first southward bend of the river

after it emerges on to the shore, is 5300 ft (there and back).

4n oscillation of the form predicted would thus have a period of

Sp” «OF -240 secs, about 5% less than that observed.



 

Surges on the incoming tide, when both path length would

be longer and wave celerity (in the shallower water) less, show, as

might be expected, an increased period; the rapid rise in level

makes it difficult to determine the exact period. |

Since this phenomonen has little bearing on the

problem in hand, this record has been relegated to an Appendix.

It is interesting to note, however, that over the three hours that

this persisted, no perceptible damping occurred, which confirms the

nature of the dependence of damping on frequency.

Although of no practical importance, the author believes

this to be of sufficient interest to warrant further investigation.



 

The final section of this thesis is devoted to a
description of some experimental investigation of wave attenuation
in fluids of varying Viscosity in a Straight rectangular channel.
This work was of a pilot nature only, being intended to examine
problems of weve generation and instrumentation; the interin

results presented here the author hopes to have the opportunity of
supplementing with more complete data at some future date.

5.02. Having encountered considerable inconvenience in the

use of ferrous materia) in previous apparatus immersed in water, it
was dectded that it would be advantageous to fabricate the test

channel from acrylic sheet ("perspex" or “plexiglass"); this would
have the attendant advantage of allowing direct photography of

the wave profile.

The overall length of the channel was 18 ft, and the

cross-section 6 ins wide by 8 ins deep, the general layout being

shown in the photograph of Pig. 5.01. The material was available
in 6 £t lengths, and the channel was constructed, therefore, in

three sections before being assembled ‘on site’.

4 typical section of the channel is shown in Pig. 5.02.
Various cements were tested for making the fillet and cover plate

joints between adjacent perspex sheets, but best results were

obtained using a viscous solution of perspex turnings dissolved in

ethylene dichloride, applied by brush or pen filler. Small joints
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PERSPEX WAVE CHANNEL

WAVEGENERATOR Fig, 508
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were tested in tension and shear, breaking stresses of 1000 1b/in®
being recorded in tension, with rather lower shear stresses being
withstood. The 6 BA studs and muts shown at wide centres were used
to hold the structure together, with the sides parallel, until the
cement had set. After the first joints had set, the section was
tilted to allow Sealing fillets to be run into the corners, both
inside and outside of the Joints being se treated. In general,

air pockets in the joints wore shown up by internal reflection, and

could be filled at this stage; any not so detected could be sealed
after the channel had been filled with water. The technique used

te stop such a leak was to inject perspex coment from a long

pipette into the weter side of the joint; the escaping water

dragged the coment inte the joint, where it slowly set. is
originally built, the Vertical channel walls were buttressed by
gusset pieces cemented to the base, and tied across the top at

3 £t centres.

The channel was supported from the concrete bed of the

trapezoidal channel described in the previous section, rectangular

piers being built about 3 ft apart. Inte the tops of the piers

were east recesses into which steel bars carrying two 0 BA brass

studs were grouted, the studs being set vertically before the

grout hardened. The channel base plate had its overhang drilled

with clearance holes to fit over these Studs, the height of the

channel being altered by the locknuts shown.

 



Fig, 5:02
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The Sectionin which the wave Generator was intended
to operate differed slightly from the others in that to each side
of the channel small boxes were built inte which the generator
trunnion arms and the paddle drive were located, thus not obstructing —
the wave channel proper. The slot in the channel well, down
whieh the paddle axle was lowered upon assembly was afterwards filied
by @patch piece of equal width, to present an unbroken line ¢o
the wall at wave level.

Assembly of the complete channel by cementing cover
plates outside the butt joints in sides and floor followed careful
levelling of the Semponent sections, as once the cement had set,
the structure was too rigid to allow much variation in level.

The wave gonerator is shown in Pig. 5.03; it
ounthate of a paddle made from flat @luninius plate mounted in a
brass axle, the position of the plate being adjustable relative to
the axis of retation. The axle is carried in bearings in the small
boxes to either side of the wave channel, and one ond is overhung
to carry @ small chain wheel. The axle bearings are carried on
long trunnion arms of 10 ewg brass shost bent inte a U section and
bolted to the bress channel of the main freme spamming tho wave
channel. Carried above the main frame is the d.o. motor which

drives the paddle - an aireraft cowl gill motor with epioyelic
gearing to give = speed reduction of 25:1 to the output shaft.
A chain wheel on the output shaft drove, through ‘teocanc’ chain,
the corresponding wheelon the paddle axle.
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The main frame of the wave generator is carried on
steel studs cast into Seperate piers to either side of the channel,
the depth of paddle immersion being adjusted by the lecknats on
the studs,

Power for the motor came from two 12-v batteries,
boosted whilst in use by & mains charger unit. Speed control was
by field resistance variation, a voltmeter in the circuit giving
seme indication of the motor load. ‘hie meter was calibrated to

_ Give & rough indication of paddle spead; whilst“his 6alibration
was good enough for Setting purposes, the effect of differing

depths and varying friction torque in the reduction gearing made
it necessary in each test to tine a humber of cycles to determine
the frequency accurately.

Determination of the height of wave crests above the

moan water level was made by arranging a pointer gauge (as

described in sections 1 and 4 of the thesis) in serics with an

Avoneter set to its high resistance range, using the carth return of

the water to complete the cirouit and deflect the meter needle as

cach wave crest touched the peinter tip. the stock of the gauge,
serewed to 1 mm piteh, carried a dise whose periphery was divided
into ten parte. he setting of this disc relative to an index

scale allowed readings to be made directly to 6.1 mm, with cetimates
to G.01 umm.

Three gauging stations were established along the

length of the channel at predetermined distances apart.
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At each end ef the channel Shelving beaches were laid

te absorb incident wave energy and to minimize reflection errors
from resonance. Granite chippings of about } ins eube size were
found to give a Satisfactory texture for this purpose.

In order to study the profiles of the waves generated

channel wall, A black and white chequered centimetre-acale was

drawn on paper and fastened to the top of the wall at the

appropriate section. Fig. 3404 shows specimen photographs of
sotual waves generated; in (a) » short wave, of reasonable profile,
nay be Seu, whilst (b) thin 4. Meng euee with enseot harmonic
distortion.

A second method of measuring the weve profile was by

resistance gauge; for this purpose the wire-wound resistance

clement from @ small potentiometer was straightened and mounted
vertically in the channel. As the water Jevel ro@e and fell,

the effective resistance of the elowont varied as turns wore

alternately shorted and isolated. The element was connected inte
& bridge network, and the output from the bridge fed into a

ucitichae] amplifier, and from there into the MoMichsei photographie

recorder. In this device, the amplifier output is applied to a

anall mixrox galvanoneter. | Deflection of this mirror causes a

light spot to traverse a sual] slit in the top casting of the

machine. Photographic peper is transported across the slit at one

of four preselected speeds, so that the paper, when processed, shows
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Fig.5-08



‘7
& graph of galvanemoter input against tine, or, in our case, sone

almost linear function of depth against time, 4 tuning fork

deflects an auxiliary light beam across the slit at regular

intervala, giving @ suitable time scale on the film record. Fig.

505 shows sample records of this type; as before, (a) and (b)
illustrate regular and irregular weveforns respectively.

_ For the determination of the viscosity of the weter-

~glycerine mixture used in some of the work, a Bendix Viscoson was
employed, this instrument measuring the damping of longitudinal
vibrations of a thin metal probe immersed in the test fluid, and
the cirenitzy being #0 arranged to give a direct viscosity reading

on an ameter scale.

An oil-filled thermometer was kept immersed in the

upstream end of the model channel, the robust bulb of this device

making it suitable for burial in the beach chippings. This was

calibrated ageinst a standard instrument over the anticipated range

of temperature variation before use.

fo minimize the inclusion of airborne dust particles in

the surface film of fluid in the channel, polythene covers were

made and were kept in position at all times, except at sections

where clearance was required to immerse instruments in the channel.

(In the atmosphere of Liverpool, this airborne dust occurs in

large concentrations, and ite effect upon surface tension had

already been observed in the Bay model.)
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5004 Experimental work for this pilot phase of the work
wascarried out with a Sonstant depth of liquid in the channel, the
slight leakage and evaporation losses being made up before starting
each day's work.

The pointer gauge used to measure wave amplitude was set
up at the first moasurin: Station, ita electrical circuit

completed, and the pointer slowly screwed down until the tip

touched the water, causing the meter to indicate a resistanes drop.

@he pointer micrometer reading was noted as the initial rest

level.

The wave gonerator was started, and allowed to idle

for about half an hour, to reach near stability. At the end of

this time, the wave generator was timed over 50 cycles by stop

wateh, whilst a second operator adjusted the pointer until it was

at such & height that, over a given period, equal numbers of waves

made and missed contact. The corresponding pointer micrometer

reading was recorded.

This process was repeated at small incromenta of

frequency, settling times of about a quarter of an hour being

allowed after each small Speed change. The range covered in the

tests was from about 0.9 to 2¢/s; below the former frequency,

wave amplitudes were too small to show measurable damping, whilst

at speeds over 2 o/s the paddle began to entrain air and produce

random local splashing, these effects absorbing much of the energy

input and, ageia, generating « wave in the channel whose amplitude

was too amall to be of use.
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After the last set of wave readings had been completed,

the wave generator was shut down and the water surface allowed to sett
settle. A fins] reading of the rest level was made with the

pointer gauges, compared with the initial reading to ensure that

there had occurred neither undue loss from Splashing at the paddle,

nor Gny movement of the gauge datum. he moan of the initial and

final readings was talen to Fepresent the mean water level in the

channel.

Similar readings were taken with the poinbie evens at

the other two measuring stations. Mg. 5.09 is a graph showing

the variation of amplitude with frequeney at each station; a best

line’ has been drawn through enh, oot of readings, for use in the

saloulations which follow. Although several sets of results

were recorded in the manner described above, only one set is shown

on the graph, to avoid confusion of the field; the serious seatter

shown was always present, and will be discussed further in the

conclusions to this section.

Whilst amplitude seasurements were being taken at the

third station, the wave celerity at the various frequencies was

estimated bytiming the passage of a particular wave crest over a

measuredlength of channel. he results are shown in Pig. 5.06- ~—

again, the seatter indicates the rough-and-ready nature of the

nueasurements, and this, too, will receive further mention in the

conclusions.
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5004 Yor the transmission of waves in a liquid of infinite

depth and extent, but with kinewatic viscosity , sidne~Thonson (12)
has shown the ratio of the displacement of the free surface of the

liquid from ite mean position (y) to its initial amplitude (a,) to be

a = @** sin (mx = nt), (5e01)
©

where m and n are e/e” and the frequency x 2 respectively, as in

section 4, and k = 24m,

Writing t = © when y= a, in eqn. 5.01 makes sin mx = 1,

Giving & particular solution ef x = =. Since the celerity (gc0e)

$%, integration gives

«#2 et + constant.

Using oqn. 5.02 to evaluate this constant givos the

complete solution of this equation as xsot+ 2, or

t= 22-2) (5003)

affecting @ change of origin by writing X = (x - a) » (5004)

eqn. 503 simplifies to . t= X/c (5-05)

Parameter m, since m)\ = 2m, can be replaced by

as 30, | (5406)

whilst }, o and n are related by (Section 4) co = nr (5-07)

Using these various substitutions, eqn. 5.01 may be

rewritten

#5
z. o*/° gin [w(x +) - =)

= eXa/e sin [ar+ X(m -%)]
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Lz oH oon (an - 1h , (5.08)
a
o

or, in terms of t,

é : eo* cos (27 = 1)nt. | (5409)
©

$405. In the previous paragraph the damping of waves in a

viscous fluia of infinite extent was considered; below will be

found a tentative extension of the theory for the damping of waves

in @ semi-infinite channel, of finite width between vertical

In the analysis which follows, the halfwave with a-

velocity component in, say, the upward direction will be treated as

liquid in laminar flow in a rectangular passage whose dimensiéns

correspond with the channel width x the half weve length. A wall

drag factor BD will be derived, D being the ratio of the attermation

in the confined channel to that in the infinite liquid. It will

be shown that D is a function of channel width and wavelength (and

therefore of frequency) ‘

Por laminar flow in a pipe of rectangular cresse-section

2a x 2b, cornish"*) has shown that the discharge Q is given by

Q 2. (1 -%322Artann Th ayy tenn A+i

(510)
The mean velocity of flow through the section

is ¥ « Milde . A.

2
so 2+: wap1 ~ 0.628 #(tanhT+ ote
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The rate of loss of head, CS, is given by
=,
 = Bux (5210)

“a (1 = 0,628 tanh 32)

taking into account only the first two terns of the series.

In the case of the liquid of infinite extent, b= © ,

and the aspect ratio a/o = 0; frou eqn. 5-10, |

e = 3 (5622)

It will be noted in passing thet this compares exactly

with the standard case of laminar flow between parallel infinite

flat plates, treated in elementary textbooks by such authorities as

Lewitt), who show that where the plates are distance d apart,

the rate of loss of head is

= Fe “—— (5022)

The replacement of d by Cornish's 2a places eqns. 5.12

and 5.11 in agreement.

The Wall Drag Factor D is the ratio of “BE as given

by oqns 510 and .11 for the finite and infinite cases ; |

(5423) 
i

(12 = 0.628 & tanh BB)

D as @ function of the aspect ratic b/a is shown in

Pig. 1.08, which has been plotted from table 5 - I below. Also

on the graph is a frequency scale covering the range tested; the

table covers o rather wider range of aspect ratios.
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4 ABLE 5-1

& function of wave aspect retio b/e
 

D v/a

1,00

1.01 100

1.07 16

20% 1

3200 0.8

3053 OT

4037 0.6

5064 O45
794 Ged

12.2 Oe3

22-3 Oe2

41.8 Ol

5-06. It wes shown in 5.04 that for waves in s viscous fluid

of infinite extent, the auplitude diminishes exponentielly with

G@istance run. qn. 5608 can be stated, to relate the amplitude

at distance x to the initial amplitude,

| esa, ole (5024)
Bere k = 2v(22)*x", x = distance run, c = celerity,* = liquid

viscosity and a= frequency.

In 5005, the theory received a tentative extension to

cover the case ef @ channel of finite width, and the equation

corresponding to 5-14 was shown to be of the form

. 50 (5015)

D being the wall drag factor, plotted in Pig. 5-08.
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10g,oe) = =Dex/e 1085°:
°

and for the attenuation between gauging stations 1 and 3, this can

be rewritten

leg,(9/25) = ie %) log,.°

x, ™ 2
or 2 rogo(0,/0,) = 22 ros,ge. 228). n? (506)

Figs 5409 shows a typical plet of amplitude against

frequency for waves in water measured at the three gauging

stations. 'Best lines' have been éarewn in between the scattered

readings.

Teking values from theses smoothed curves, Pigs 5.10

has been plotted, showing + leg,9(a,/8,) as a function of n*;

it will be seen to be approximately linear over the range examined.

fo evaluate a theoretical value for the coefficient

of nuin eqn. 5016, & mean value of o = 54 cm/sec will be used.

the value of Y will be rounded off to 0,01 om@/sec, and the

length (x, ~ x,) is 120 om. Substituting these values, eqn. 5.16

becomes

2 tog,.(a,/e,) = 2461 x 10 n® (5037)

The.elope of the actual graph of Pig- 5.10, found by

Shemeted of toast squares is 1.32 x 10°.

Pigs 5011 is a plot of the leg of the amplitude ratio

between the firct and second gauging stations ss a funetion of the

log of the corresponding ratio for the first and third stations.
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The seatter of this derived graph is very wide, but a ‘least-squares’

determination of the gradient of the best line gives a slope of

0048. Ban. 5e15, for an exponential decay, would make the ideal

etope of thie graph (t=?) = we 0.42.

5007 At this stage, the inadequacies of the equipment were

obvious, but it was thought desirable to obtain limited experience

with the measurement of wave attenuetion in a liquid other than

water. Accordingly, the channel was drained, cleaned, and partly

refilled with fresh water. The contents of seven Winchester

quart bottles of glycerine were added, thoroughly mixed with the

water, and, finally, the liquid level made up to that of the

previous series of tosts with more water.

The programme described in 5.04 was repeated with the

water-glycol mixture; 8 Similar set of graphs have been prepared

in Pigs 5012-14. Fig. 5012, showing wave amplitude against

frequency for the water-glycol mixture at the three gauging stations,

again shows appreciable sottter of the readings; the ‘best’ lines

ere of necessity arbitrary.

The slope of the graph of Z log a,/23 against n® is

1.68 times that of the corresponding graph for water. The kinematic

viscosity of the mixture was 0.0166, oe er 1.63 times that of

“the weter at the test temperature.

Pig. 5014, showing log 8/25 against log a,/a5, is not

quite so badly conttered as the corresponding water graph ~ probably
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because the greater rate of damping in this more viscous liquid

made observational error proportionally less. The slope, as

determined by least squares, is 0.44 - the ideal value for an

exponential decay ia 0.42.

§.08 ae | ouapa¢iecn of the rate of wave damping in this

ehannel and in the trapezoidal concrete channel desoribed in

Section 4 reveals a iaaticed difference in the frequency

dependence. It is unfortunate that the still water dopths

differed too much to make a valid quantitative comparison, but

4t is believed that tho sloping sides of the concrete chennel,

by allowing continuous marginal breaking of the wave, absorbed

wave enorgy more rapidly than the smooth vertical walls of the

perspex channel.

fhe pilot experiments allow the following

conclusions to be drawn +

(4) The measurement of eumteoe wave amplitudes can

be measured with the relatively simple apparatus

described above.

(14) fhe length of channel required to give useful

amounts of damping, whilst greater than that described

here, does not exceed that for which space could be

made available in many laboratories.

(4144) The rate of damping in the test channel was many

times greater than that predicted by thoory for a



(iv)

(v)

(v4)

5209

problem can be investigated satisfactorily, without complex

equipment; whilst the results can only be described as interim,

218 ‘

liquid surface of infinite extent end depth, and was

also greater than that postulated by the extension of

the theory meade in 5.05; It is suggested that the

effect of the channel depth upon the rate of damping is

considerable, and would repay further investigation.

It is believed to be signiyicant that the rate of damping

was closely proportional to the viscoséty.

48 near &8 can be judged from the scattered results,

damping of the waves was exponential over the range

covered.

Over this range, the rate of damping appeared to be

an exponential function of the wall drag factor x

(frequeney)® » and this lends support to the rather

sweeping analogy used in the derivation of the wall drag

factor. It must be stressed, however, that at this stage

of the work no great weight oan be placed on these

results, which need confirsetion from improved equipment -

@ topic to be dealt with in the succeeding paragraph.

The addition of relatively small quantities of

glycerine produces a determinate effect upon the rate of

damping.

fo conclude, the pilot experiments have shown that the

they are believed to give at least an indication of what might be

expected from more extensive tests.
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For a more effective experimental investigation of

this particular problem, it is believed at least the following

three major improvements in the equipment used would be desirable :

Firstly, a longer channel would be of use. ‘This would

help in two ways; by providing length to spare between the wave

generator and the firet gauging station, transients and the

higher harmonics could settle out, whilst greater distances

between the gauging stations would result in greater losses of

amplitude, thus making errors of observation of less relative

importance. Obviously, the longer the channel could be, the

better would both these conditions be satisfied, but it is

believed that a channel length of fifty fect would suffice.

Secondly, the wave generator could be improved on

two counts; probably the most serious shortcoming of the

existing machine is its liability to random speed fluctuations,

which have & marked effect upon the wave pattern being

generated. Replacement of the existing d.c. motor by 4

synchronous &@.c. moter would involve the use ef stepped gear

ratios - the only alternative known te the author is the ‘swinging

Field' motor of Ketropolitan-Viekers ancestry, which is not yet

eveilable commercially. Rendom speed variations are believed to

be the major cause of the scatter which s0 bedevils the results

presented in this section.

The other principal defect of the generator is its

tendency to produce waves of irregular form, shown clearly on

the photograph and wave trace included here. The axle of the
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generator was designed to accommodate different paddles, and some

further rough trials with different paddle forms might effect some

improvement in the wave profile at source.

The last improvement which would be desirable would be

the developaent of some accurate method of measuring wave celerity

directly; the method used here of timing a wave crest over 4

particular length is 80 subjective, and the tine intezval

involved so short, that large errors in observation occur. It

is suggested that a set of, say, 5 resistance depth gauges, of

the type deserived in 5.03, feeding into the multi-channel recorder,

togive a record of the fora of "ig. 5.05 would serve a double

purpose; beth the celerity and the attenuation would be

determinate from such a trace.

Sinee these tests wore ended, other improvements to the

channel have been made by lr. R.3. Whittington. Notably, a train

of brass idler wheels have been substituted for the generator

chain drive, which had proved unsatisfactory for sustained use, as

the chain stretched under load. An improvement in the channel

wall alignment has been effected by replacing the polythene dust

covers with a solid perspex roof over much of the channel's length,

fixed to aluminium angles along the wall to make eo rigid box

section.

With these improvements « more axtensive programe of

tests, in which froquency, liquid depth and viscosity, end
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channel width and wall roughness could be varied independently,

would serve to clarify the frequency dependence tentatively

suggested here, and to deteraine the effect of channel

characteristics upon the rate of damping.
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